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ZTA receives threatening calls from unknown source 
Greek Row on alert, increasing safety precautions in wake of scare 
by Julia Filz 
staffwriter 
Zeta Tau Alpha sorority members are living more cau- 
tiously as campus police try to determine who made life- 
threatening phone calls to members living in their Greek 
Row house last month. 
Several ZTAs reported to The Breeze that those who left 
the messages, some of which were left on answering 
machines, threatened to slit members' throats while they 
slept and promised to kill all the sorority's members by 
March 24. 
In another incident, unidentified individuals allegedly 
broke into the ZTA house between 3:30 and 4 a.m. March 
22 and spread toilet paper and shaving cream around the 
house, according to Alan MacNutt, director of public 
safety. 
MacNutt said he referred the break-in to Student 
Affairs when ZTA members realized the perpetrators 
were friends of their's playing a prank. 
Between 4 and 6 a.m. March 22, nine ZTA members 
living in the house reportedly received the threatening 
phone calls which they later turned over to campus 
police. 
MacNutt would not disclose to The Breeze what the 
callers said. 
He would not say if the break-in and the phone calls 
are related. 
"Basically they were just insulting calls," said Jessica 
Steelberg, president of ZTA. 
Steelberg, who did not receive calls personally, con- 
firmed they were death threats. She said ZTA members 
do not believe the calls and break-in are related. 
"The voices on the calls [do not match the voices of 
those who broke into the house]," Steelberg said. "These 
boys [those who broke in] are some of our closest 
friends." 
Annie Lou Bayly, president of the Panhellenic Council 
and a ZTA member, said, "[The break-in] was not mali- 
cious. It was absolutely, 100 percent a harmless prank. 
There wasn't malicious intent whatsoever." 
MacNutt said his department is still looking into the 
phone calls. 
see ZTA page 2 
Unidentified witness 
provides information 
in double homicide 
by Courtney A. Crowley 
news editor 
Because another witness has 
come forward, Harrisonburg 
police say they are moving closer 
to an arrest in the October homi- 
cides of former JMU students 
Ann Olson and Keith O'Connell. 
The witness, a Harrisonburg 
resident, told Harrisonburg 
Police Department he saw a man 
fitting the description of Brent 
Simmons near O'Connell's apart- 
ment at 230 N. High St. at about 
2:30 a.m. on Oct. 12. Simmons has 
been under investigation since 
October in connection with the 
case. 
Police believe Olson and 
O'Connell were killed between 
2:30 and 3 a.m. on Oct. 12. Both 
victims were shot twice in the 
head. 
Police have not released the 
name of the witness. 
"The witness came forward 
within the last few weeks, but 
investigators are still interview- 
ing the witness, so we don't 
know much at this point," 
Harrisonburg Police Chief 
Donald Harper said. 
The witness, who is the third 
to come forward in this case, also 
said he saw a vehicle parked 
about a block away from 
O'Connell's apartment that fits 
the description of Simmons' 1991 
white Chevrolet Blazer, accord- 
ing to Tuesday's Daily News- 
Record. 
The same witness also report- 
ed seeing a man who fits 
Simmons' description getting 
into the vehicle about a block 
away from O'Connell's apart- 
ment between 2:30 and 3 a.m. on 
Oct. 12. 
The first witness to come for- 
ward reported seeing O'Connell 
arguing with a black male in 
front of his apartment on North 
High Street at about 2:30 a.m. on 
Oct. 12, according to an article in 
the Oct. 31 issue of The Breeze. 
While Harper said HPD does- 
n't know much about the newest 
witness other than what was 
reported, he said this lead may 
help the case. 
"It's a [break] we were hoping 
for," Harper said. "We feel mere 
are other [witnesses] out there 
who have information who we 
hope to see come forward. I'm 
glad to see this." 
The statements of the newest 
witness validate the statement of 
another witness who reportedly 
saw Simmons' Blazer near the 
Port Republic Road exit on 
Interstate 81 close to the time of 
the homicides, according to the 
DN-R. 
Simmons has been under 
investigation for th,e double 
homicide since HPD obtained a 
search warrant for his Carlisle, 
Pa., home and Blazer in late 
October. 
At the time, HPD Lt. Dan 
see HOMICIDE page 2 
Pit stop 
ANGELA SMl I til senior photographer 
Big Brother Eric Schmrtz, a senior, and Little Brother Freddie Chabrier take a spin around the go- 
cart track on a sunny afternoon during their weekly visit together. Schmrtz has been a member of the 
Big Brother program for two years. 
Salary increases higher than proposed 
by Andi Metzler 
assistant news editor 
When the annual pay raise comes around on 
Dec. 1, JMU faculty and staff will receive higher 
salary increases than were originally proposed. 
However, the raises are lower than those of similar 
institutions. 
Full-time teaching faculty will receive up to a 5 
percent merit-based salary increase while the 
administration will receive up to a 4 percent merit- 
based increase. Classified staff will receive a 4 per- 
cent increase across the board. 
Universities are compared with each other by 
being put in "peer groups" — groups of similar 
institutions, said Mike McDowell, spokesperson for 
the State Council for Higher Education in Virginia. 
"For JMU, we look at similar institutions that are 
in a primarily rural residential area, have a large 
undergraduate population and the number and 
kinds of programs these institutions have," he said. 
"It's a good yard stick to judge by to compare 
[things like] faculty pay and keep them competitive 
with each other." 
Out of the 24 schools in JMU's peer group, JMU 
is second to last as far as pay raises go, ahead of 
see SALARY page 2 
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The photo caption on 
page 19 in the Sports section 
of the March 27 issue of The 
Breeze should have read that 
Junior Matt Stevens clears a 
hurdle at last year's CAA 
Championships. 
continued from page 1 
"It's an ongoing investigation," MacNutt 
said. He refused further comment. 
Bayly said she did not think any other 
sorority had received threatening phone 
calls. 
As Panhellenic Council President, she has 
advised the other sororities to contact her as 
well as campus police if similar incidents 
occur. 
Bayly also advised all sororities to take 
safety precautions. 
"We're trying not to prop the doors (to 
our house] open to make sure the safety of 
our members is ensured," said Beth 
Childwick, a member of Sigma Sigma Sigma. 
The Sigma Sigma Sigma house is next 
door to the ZTA house on Greek Row. 
"We're just making sure mat we keep our 
doors locked, and we're all aware of how to 
trace phone calls," said Tara Coleman, a 
member of Alpha Sigma Tau. 
Bayly said if an on-campus resident 
receives a threatening or obscene phone call, 
they should press "flash, *, 2" while the other 
person is on the line to trace the call. Once 
the caller hangs up, the resident may call 
campus police to report the incident. 
"We had some weird phone calls last year 
but nothing to the scale of ZTA's incident," 
Coleman said. 
Tom Bonades, director of JMU tdecornmu- 
nications, said campus police have not advised 
his department to change the phone numbers 
at the ZTA house. His department will change 
the phone numbers if advised by the police, 
but Bonades said it may not solve the problem. 
"I wish we had a good way to stop that, 
Bonades said. "On a college campus, a lot of 
people know each other, and (a new number] 
doesn't stay secret for very long." 
Steelburg said other fraternities and sorori- 
ties have been very supportive. 
"They're better than I could ever imagine, 
she said. 
Right now, campus police have advised the 
141 members of ZTA to be careful. Although 
campus cadets guarded the outside of the 
house during the first weekend, Steelberg said 
life is getting back to normal. 
"We're taking precautions," Steelberg said. 
"We're not going out late at night by ourselves, 
and we're making sure our doors are locked. 
"We're not doing anything out of the ordi- 
nary that most people shouldn't be doing," she 




continued from page 1 
Claytor said Simmons had not been elimi- 
nated as a suspect, but that HPD was "still 
running down a number of leads," accord- 
ing to the Oct. 31 Breeze. 
Harper said, "We have eliminated all 
other suspects at this time besides Mr. 
Simmons." 
Harper declined to comment when 
asked if the emergence of another witness 
strengthens HPI^s case against Simmons, 
but he is confident an arrest is on the hori- 
7 on 
"We are very confident we will make 
an arrest in the case," Harper said. "It's 
safe to say this is one of the things that 
brings us closer to an arrest." 
HPD believed the victims knew their 
assailant because there were no signs of 
forced entry or a struggle at O'Connell's 
apartment, according to the Breeze article. 
Simmons, Olson's former boyfriend, 
graduated from JMU last July. 
' Harper said the next step in the investi- 
gation is to make an arrest. 
Harrisonburg Commonwealth Attor- 
ney Doug Stark will decide how to pursue 
the case from there. 
Stark was unavailable for comment. 
continued from page 1 
Virginia Tech, McDowell said. 
"It's not that [JMU] gets less 
money, it's just that [other institu- 
tions] are getting more significant 
pay inc/eases," he said. "[Those 
schools] out-pay their competi- 
tion in the national level." 
Institutions submit budget 
packages every year to the 
Council for review that include 
suggested salary increases, he 
said. 
"The Council reviews the 
packages and, if it agrees, it rec- 
ommends the increases to the 
General Assembly and the 
Governor," McDowell said. 
According to Steve 
Knickrehm, assistant vice presi- 
dent for resource planning, a 4 
percent increase for teaching fac- 
ulty and administration and a 2 
percent increase for staff was 
originally proposed by the 
Council. 
But JMU President Ronald 
Carrier and Executive Vice 
President Linwood Rose suggest- 
ed raising JMU salary increases 
to legislators in the last session of 
the General Assembly. This was 
an effort to promote equality 
within the state system, 
Knickrehm said. 
JMU was one of two institu- 
tions scheduled to get a 4 percent 
increase, Knickrehm said. 
However, JMU faculty had a 
lower pay than similar schools 
like the College of William & 
Mary and Virginia Common- 
wealth University. 
McDowell said W&M and 
VCU will received 6 percent pay 
increases this year. 
"They will receive [a higher 
increase] than JMU because the 
council determined those institu- 
tions [in JMU's peer group] had 
fallen behind JMU as far as pay 
goes," he said. 
"The council staff determined 
JMU didn't need a 6 percent 
increase like VCU," McDowell 
said. 
However, not all teaching fac- 
ulty and administrators will 
receive the full 4 or 5 percent 
increase. The salary increases are 
merit-based, Knickrehm said. 
"Faculty will get raises based 
on how well they are teaching 
and researching," he said. 
Adrninistrators wul also be eval- 
uated on job performance to 
determine their pay raises. 
However, for every person 
who receives less than the full 
Weaver, faculty senate speaker 
and professor of finance and 
business. 
"[Employees] look at what 
people make at other institutions 
and will leave for places with 
higher salaries," he said. "In the 
long run, we would lose good 
people if salaries aren't in- 
creased." 
However, some professors 
don't feel pay raises encourage 
them to stay at JMU. 
Anne Gabbard-Alley, associate 
director of speech communica- 
tion, said pay increases haven't 
had any influence on her remain- 
Average Faculty & Administration 







1995-96 1996-97       to start 
Deal 
$56,991      $59,158        5% 
I 
$48,235      $49,899 5% 
Administration/ 
classified staff      various       various 4% 
Part-Time 
Faculty various      various 0% 
Source: American Association of University 
Professors Annual Survey of Faculty Compensation 
* Increases in pay are merit-based 
percentage, another will receive 
more, Knickrehm said. This is 
because the money allocated for 
salaries has to be used for that 
purpose. 
Evaluations are usually done 
from the beginning of July 
through November, he said. 
Pay raises encourage employ- 
ees to stay at JMU} said Carl 
G. G. SMITH/senior artist 
ingatJMU. 
"Pay raises aren't big enough 
to make a difference," she said. 
"Pay raises in the past five years 
or so haven't been big enough to 
make me stay. If it was the pay 
raises, I would have left [years] 
ago." 
Steven Rollman, professor of 
speech communication, agrees. 
"Every year at pay raise time I 
feel like I got another slap in the 
face [because raises are small]," 
he said. 
Gabbard-Alley and Rollman 
said students are the reason they 
stay at JMU. "We have great stu- 
dents, and I really like living in a 
small town," Gabbard-Alley said. 
Classified staff, such as secre- 
taries, accountants and dining 
hall workers, will receive a 4 per- 
cent pay increase that is not 
merit-based. 
"That is a state process that we 
can't influence," Knickrehm said. 
"All classified staff have to get 
the same pay across the board." 
Knickrehm said JMU faculty 
and administration expect 
Virginia Gov. George Allen (R) to 
approve the pay increase by the 
beginning of April. 
"[The staff] has been getting 
pay increases for a number of 
years on Dec. 1," Knickrehm said. 
Last year teaching faculty and 
administration received a 4 per- 
cent pay increase while classified 
staff received a 4.35 percent 
increase, he said. 
Weaver said annual pay raises 
is a General Assembly policy that 
keeps the pay of state employees 
at a competitive level. 
However, some JMU employ- 
ees will not receive pay raises at 
all. Traci Arnett and Robin 
Morris, employees in the English 
department, said they will not 
receive pay raises because they 
are part-time faculty. 
"We will continue to get [a flat 
rate] per class," Arnett said. "But 
I understand the goal is that they 
don't want temporary faculty, 
they want full-time, so they don't 
want to make [our jobs] too 
attractive," she said. "I'm anxious 
to get a full-time contract myself, 
so I understand that" 
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Market One parties down for its grand opening 
Dining services celebrates newest campus dining option in style 
by Jaime Dritt 
staff writer 
Cookie monster, a clown, the pink 
panther and a jester are on campus this 
week promoting the grand opening of 
Market One. 
December graduate David Wilkerson 
is the man behind the costumes. "[Being 
in costume] adds a certain ambiance to 
Market One because it's a fun place to be 
and I'm spreading the excitement about 
it," Wilkerson said. 
Even though Market One opened 
Jan. 6, Wilkerson is part of this week's 
celebration Dining Services hopes will 
boost interest in the dining facility. 
The Market One grand opening 
includes daily themes, activities and 
prizes. 
Dave Moretti, director of marketing 
services for dining services, said stu- 
dents can get free 32-ounce fountain 
drinks this week. 
Additionally, there will be a raffle 
each day for prizes students can register 
for at Market One. Prizes already given 
away include two 10-pound blocks of 
Nestle's chocolate, a mountain bike, a 
CD stereo and a 20-inch Sony color tele- 
vision. 
Today's prize is a diamond ring, and 
Friday's prize will be another mountain 
bike. Students must enter each contest 
daily at Market One to be eligible for 
each day's prize. 
"Just purchase anything — even if it's 
just a bag of chips — and fill out the tick- 
et at the cashier's station," Moretti said. 
Moretti said he sees this celebration 
as a way to kick off the spring season 
and bring people to Market One. 
"Hopefully, it will get people excited 
and they'll see what [Market One] has to 
offer arid work it into their regular rou- 
tine," Moretti said. "We want to create a 
diversion and have some fun. 
Everybody needs that, especially at this 
time of year." 
Another addition this week is a pick- 
up window where people can get frozen 
yogurt, ice cream and bottled beverages. 
It will be open the same hours as Market 
One and students can use cash, flex or 
dining dollars. 
The Market One window is open 
from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday- 
Thursday and from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Friday. 
Moretti said Market One will add a 
bakery and a gourmet coffee bar this fall. 
Moretti said there might be another cele- 
bration when the bakery and coffee bar 
are put in. 
"We're incorporating things slowly 
into [Market One]," Moretti said. "We 
want to make sure we're doing this 
right. Last week we introduced the 
punch at dinner and business almost 
tripled. We're trying to get things 
evened out, and get the staff used to the 
fact that they have a larger volume of 
service. Once things have settled down, 
we can figure what new things we can 
bring in." 
Mia Watts, assistant to the director of 
marketing services for dining services, 
hosts the celebration because there has 
never been an official grand opening. 
"We waited until everything was in 
place to have a grand opening. Spring is 
one of the pluses," Watts said. 
The celebration continues today and 
tomorrow: 
• Today is the Block Party and will 
feature Beach Blanket Bingo. Prizes 
include $5 in Dining Dollars Gold and 
48-ounce sippers. A local band. Sons of 
Icarus, will play from 5 to 8 p.m. 
• Tomorrow, the last day of the 
grand opening, is TGI Mardi Gras. 
Patrons will receive balloons, candy and 
sheet cake. 
ALLYSON HOFEWsiuffphotographer 
Sophomore music industry major Rob Kaylln 
takes time out to dine on Casa Ortega Mexi- 
can cuisine for lunch at Market One Tuesday. 
by Teresa Martinez 
police reporter 
Campus police report the following: 
Assault and Battery 
• An unidentified individual allegedly assaulted a student in M-lot 
at 10:35 p.m. March 27. 
The subject reportedly was hiding in the back seat ot the 
student's unlocked, parked car when she returned to the car. The 
victim reportedly fled and ran to the Rockingham Memorial 
Hospital Emergency Room. 
The victim suffered nail scratches to her forearms and red 
pressure marks to her neck. 
Photos were taken of the injuries and the car was processed. 
Hit and Run/Leaving the Scene Without 
Reporting Accident 
• Student Brian W. Tighe, 19, of Palmyra, Va., was arrested and 
charged with hit and run for allegedly striking a car and fleeing 
without reporting the accident in X-lot at 2:15 a.m. March 28. 
After a loud 'crash' sound, a maroon or red Ford Mustang 
reportedly left X-lot at a high speed. The Mustang reportedly 
pulled into a parking place and two white males reportedly got out 
and ran toward Hillside Hall residence area. 
Tighe reportedly had the only keys to his car and was in bed 
during the alleged hit and run. 
Officers obtained warrants for Tighe's arrest upon checking the 
car struck by the Mustang. 
Arson 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly started a trash can and mulch 
iife^sjfepf.PG PukflSvawtsiXtVash ^n1fjffifi,afQuncUhe-PC 
Bariroom at'3^atfvMarch27 
The fires caused minor building damage to the PC Ballroom 
when a plastic receptacle melted against the building and heat 
from the flames cracked a large double-pane window. 
Harrisonburg Fire Department and two campus police officers 
extinguished the flames. 
Suspicious Activity/Person 
• A college-age, white male reportedly was seen nude on the 
second floor of Harrison Hall at 5 a.m. March 27. 
Responding officers found the suspect in the building, but he 
was fully clothed. 
Unauthorized Use of University Document 
• Students were charged judicially with unauthorized use of a 
university document in J-lot at 7:30 a.m. March 25. 
The upperdass sibling reportedly registered a vehicle for a 
first-year sibling. 
Harassing Telephone Calls 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly made harassing telephone 
calls between 7 and 8 a.m. March 26. 
Grand Larceny/Credit Card Fraud 
• Unidentified.individuals allegedly stole a credit card from a 
wallet in a backpack stored in an unsecured locker in the 
University Recreation Center between 9 and 11 a.m. March 25. 
The subject reportedly purchased items totaling close to $150 
in Valley Mall and attempted to use the stolen credit card 
elsewhere in the mall. 
Grand Larceny/Property Damage 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a Kenwood AM/FM 
stere(|p<»ssette^ape,<Jeck^fltti bujtt-iaamplifiers and a Sony car 
Oiacwan^nd Weke' tba, pgnti*ide pi tire .console.« a two-door, 
1991 Ford Probe Coupe parked in Z-tot at 8:30 p.m. March 31. 
The items were valued at $420. 
Damage is estimated at $100. 
Grand Larceny 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a large bunny head 
rented from Glen's Fair Price Store from an unsecured vehicle 
parked in A-lot near Wilson Hall between 1 am and 7 p.m. March 
22. 
The bunny head is valued at $200. 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a Milwaukee jigsaw, 
valued at $169, and a battery-operated Makita drill, valued at 
$139, from the new construction site at the College of Integrated 
Science and Technology at 7:21 a.m. March 31. 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a Kenwood model 
KDC8003 compact disc player, serial No. 0711095600, from a 
vehicle parked in Wot at 11:57 p.m. March 31. 
The CD player is valued at $300. 
Petty Larceny 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a maroon with silver 
flashing, 21 -speed women's Trek mountain bike from the bice rack 
in front of Weaver Hal between 3 a.m. and 850 p.m. March 26. 
The bike is valued at $150. 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a dark green jacket with 
$15 in the pocket and a purse from a room in Logan Hall March 
27. 
• Unidentified University employees allegedly stole university 
property from Taylor Hall at 2 am. March 28. 
The matter has been turned over to personnel action. Charges 
are pending further investigation. 
• Unicientified incfividuals alegedty sir^wr^ 
see POLICE LOG page 9 
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SGA scrutinizes campus organization budgets 
Senators debate Honor Council Scholarships, Pan-Hellenic allocations in three-hour meeting 
by Rob Speirs 
news editor 
Student Government Association sena- 
tors took President Dave Baker's advice to 
"trust the Finance Committee," completing 
Tuesday's front-end budgeting process in 
an unusually brief three and one-half 
hours. 
Senate passed the $310,170 budgeting 
bill, which encompasses the budgets of 
eight organizations. 
The Honor Council budget received the 
most debate, as senators discussed pro- 
posed increases in Honor Council officers' 
and investigators' scholarships. 
Tristie Reed, Honor Council vice presi- 
dent, compared the time requirements of 
Honor Council positions to those of SGA 
executive positions. 
"There is a time commitment of up to 
25 hours per week . . . and we feel the 
scholarships should be amended [up] to 
appropriately compensate [the officers] for 
their work," Reed said. 
The amendment, proposed by Comm- 
uter Sen. Max Finazzo, called for an 
increase in Council officers' and investiga- 
tors' scholarships from $1,000 to $2,000 
and an additional $500 per year stipend for 
the president and vice president 
Senators raised concern that increased 
compensation would alter the motives of 
those applying for Council positions. 
"If we raise [the scholarship] to the 
level they [the council] ask ... we negate 
the fact that this position is one of honor," 
At Large Sen. Sharon Cohen said. 
"We [the SGA] all do a lot of stuff and 
JEN BAKEWphoto editor 
Finance Committee Chair Richard Jenkins keeps up with Senate amendments to or- 
ganization budgets during the SGA front-end budgeting meeting Tuesday. 
we don't get paid for it," she said. 
Chandler Hall Sen. Jeff Nimmer 
agreed. 
"You shouldn't be paying people at all 
in college," Nimmer said. "If s not a job — 
we're here to learn." 
Finazzo defended the increase, saying 
the stipend would not act as an incentive 
for the position. 
"The reason why you give a stipend is 
not to make money . . . it's to help them 
out... if they weren't interested in the job, 
men they wouldn't do it," Finazzo said. "I 
think they deserve it." 
Senate chose to disregard arguments in 
favor of the increase and the amendment 
failed. 
Senate passed the proposed Honor 
Council budget with a total allocation of 
$11,490. 
Senate also scrutinized Panhellenic 
Council's budget. 
One point of contention was the bud- 
get's including funding for the Greek 
Comer, a half-page advertisement in The 
Breeze. Panhellenic requested the same 
amount as in last year's budget. 
The Finance Committee cut the request- 
ed sum, saying Panhellenic had not made 
appropriate use of the resources allocated 
for the ad this year. Some senators felt sev- 
eral of the ads were not beneficial to the 
campus as a whole. The committee kept 
about half the amount so Panhellenic 
could make changes in the ads for the next 
year. 
"I don't think what the Finance 
Committee is doing is really that bad ... if 
it's something that needs to be published 
then they can [run the ads bi-weekly]," 
Commuter Sen. Rob Keeling said. "I don't 
think the money was spent responsibly." 
Anne Bayly, Panhellenic president, 
urged Senate not to look at the issue as a 
Greek issue but as a student body issue. 
Some senators defended the necessity 
of the Greek page. 
"This is a great example of the Greeks 
putting their name out on campus . . . 
there's a lot of misconceptions about 
Greeks," Commuter Sen. Mike Ingram 
said. 
Junior Class President Chris Disano 
cautioned Senate. 
"I think we're getting off track," he 
see SGA page 13 
Speaker discusses future challenges 
to medical students, physicians 
by Stacey Danzuso 
senior writer 
The president-elect of the 
American Medical Association 
championed the benefits and 
warned of the challenges doctors 
face in the field of medicine to a 
group of present and future 
physicians Tuesday night. 
"Medicine is the most exact, 
exciting and fulfilling profes- 
sion," Dr. Percy Wootton, AMA 
president-elect, said. 
Wootton spoke to a group of 
more than 60 students, faculty 
and physicians from the 
Harrisonburg community. 
Wootton defined the chal- 
lenges up-and-coming medical 
students face. He identified the 
traditional obstacle as "learning 
to tackle a full range of human ill- 
nesses," which is now overshad- 
owed by "hassles from the gov- 
ernment, managed care pro- 
grams and the extra-ordinary 
expectations of patients." 
Wootton further outlined 
AMA's stand on several contro- 
versial issues and what the AMA 
is doing for patients and for med- 
ical students. 
He addressed AMA's opinion 
of physician-assisted suicide. 
"The AMA is opposed to the 
practice," Wootton said. "We 
believe it is unethical and funda- 
mentally inconsistent with the 
pledge we make devoting our 
lives to helping patients." 
Wootton cited the Nether- 
lands as an example where 
physician-assisted suicide is 
legal. 
However, he said it is docu- 
mented that most people who 
receive physician-assisted suicide 
do not request it and are not even 
aware of what is going on. In 
these instances, family members 
and doctors make the decision. 
Wootton rejected the practice, 
saying, "Our job is never to do 
harm to a patient." 
An audience member quest- 
ioned AMA's stand on the use of 
illegal drugs, including marijua- 
na, for medicinal purposes. 
Wootton said AMA opposes 
the use of illegal drugs because 
the United States' "law of the 
land" deems marijuana illegal. 
There is no current data available 
on how effective marijuana really 
is for medicinal purposes, 
Wootton said. 
Wootton also focused his 
I speech on AMA's efforts to meet 
the needs of medical students. 
"The AMA is working for you 
long before you take the 
Hippocratic Oath or hang out 
your shingle," he said. AMA 
makes sure the 125 accredited 
medical schools in the United 
States meet AMA standards to 
ensure education and training is 
of high quality. 
AMA is looking for ways to 
reduce medical students' loans. 
He said debts for some students 
finishing medical school run as 
high as $120,000. 
"You shouldn't have to pay 
for life to make medicine your 
life," Wootton said. 
There are more than 35,000 
students in the student AMA, 
making them an influential seg- 
ment of the organization, 
Wootton said. He gave one 
instance where a resolution med- 
ical students passed became a 
law banning smoking on domes- 
tic flights. 
Senior biology major Jeff 
Sonsino said Wootton "seemed 
genuinely concerned about the 
welfare of medical students and 
understood the financial burden 
placed on them." 
MEREDITH MANSFIELD/contributing photographer 
Dr. Percy Wootton, president-elect of the American Medical Assoc- 
iation, speaks to about 60 people Tuesday evening. 
Freshman Amy Fiorenza, 
undeclared, agreed Wootton 
seemed interested in students 
who attended and related to the 
problems they face. 
"It was nice his discussion 
came to our level," she said. 
Besides being president-elect 
of AMA, the first year in a three- 
year commitment, Wootton is a 
private practitioner of internal 
medicine with a subspeciality in 
cardiology, based in Richmond. 
The JMU chapter of Alpha 
Epsilon Delta premedical society 
and JMU President Carrier's 
office co-sponsored Wootton's 
appearance, according to senior 
biology major Scott Hkkey, pres- 
ident emeritus of AED. 
"It is exciting for JMU to have 
a speaker like Dr. Wootton come 
here to spend his time with us," 
Hickeysaid. 
Wootton accepted the engage- 
ment because he is from Virginia 
and his daughter is a sophomore 
at JMU, Hkkey said. 
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while you can. 
Only SIX more issues! 
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Williamson 
Pharmacy & Home Health 
• In House Charge Accounts may be established to 
be paid directly by your parents 
• Convenient Prescription Delivery 
• 10% Discount to Students with I 
$3.00 off a new prescription 
" with this ad 
HOURS M-F 8:30-6:00 
Sat 9:00-12:00 434-2372 Sat y:ou-i^:uu 434-8650 
1021 South Main Street, Harrisonburg (Beside JM's) 




•Set your own hours! 
•Casual working environment 
•FREE Internet access (no 
lines, no waiting) 
•See your name in print 
regularly 
•Gain portfolio material 
•FREE dinner on production 
nights 
•Throngs of screaming fans 
•Discounts on Classified Ads! 
•Hobnobbing with REAL 
politicians! 
If you are deadline oriented 
responsible, and have good 
writing skills, you may be 
who we are looking for! 
Call The Breeze at x6699 and 
ask for Rob, Courtney or Andi 
LiviM5 Off-Campus next vjcar?? 
Save $W in Vtilitvj Deposits! 
Get \\ouv V/DAP contract for the 1997-95 
school vjcar 
BriM5 $20 in cash to the Center for 
Off-Campus Living Tavjlor Hall 102 
between April 7 - w (M-F) from 9am to 
4pns. Contracts mavj also be purchases 
at the Cashiers Office in Wilson. 
»0 uil); 
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• "How to Make Women Disappear A User's Manual," 
presented by John Fuegi, professor at University of 
Maryland, Burruss Hall, rm. 44,430 p.m. 
• Chess Club meeting, Miller Hall, rm. 120,5-7 p.m. 
Details: Quyen, x7782, or e-mail, quchau. 
• EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 302,5 pjn. 
• Thursday Night Fellowship, presented by Baptist 
Student Union, Baptist Student Center, 5:30 p.m 
• Madison Mediators meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall 
lobby, 6 p.m. 
• Fellowship dinner and New Life Singers, Wesley 
Foundation, 6 p.m. Details: Ben, 434-3490. 
• Catholic Campus Ministry folk group practice, CCM 
House, 7 p.m.    . 
• Romanian Club meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 309,7 p.m. 
Details: Elizabeth, 564-1373. 
• Natural Highs meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 402,7 p.m. 
Details: Kara, x6781. 
• Muslim Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311, 
8 p.m. Details: Shabana or LaTaya, x7746. 
• Prime Time, sponsored by Campus Crusade for 
Christ, Warren Hall, Highlands Room, 8 p.m. 
• Young Democratic Socialists meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 
400,8 p.m. Details: Michael, x5143. 
FRIDAY 
• Friday Night Bible Study, presented by BSU, Baptist 
Student Center, 7 p.m. 
SATURDAY 
• Fourth Annual Hack for Humanity, sponsored by 
Habitat for Humanity, Hillside Field, 10 am to 8 p.m. 
Details: Jen, x4776 
• Catholic Mass, CCM House, 6 pm 
SUNDAY 
# Free concert featuring J in Mary, What If? and 
Madison Project, sponsored by JMU Program 
Coordinators, Interhall Council and Domino's Pizza, 
Godwin Field, 1-5 p.m. 
# Sunday Celebration, sponsored by Presbyterian 
Campus Ministry, PCM Center, 5 p.m. 
# Worship and dinner, sponsored by Episcopal Campus 
Ministry, Canterbury House, 5 p.m. 
# Lutheran Student Movement worship and fellowship, 
Moody Hall Lounge, 6 p.m. 
# Madison Singers Performing Evensong, Emmanuel 
Episcopal Church, 5 p.m. 
# Phi Sigma Pi chapter meeting, Zane Showker HalL 
rm G-2,830 p.m. Details: Becky, 433-2461 or Shannon, 
x7236. 
# Catholic Mass, sponsored by CCM, Grafton-Stovall 
Theatre, 11 am and 5 pm. 
INBRIEF 
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Fight to ban additional ATM charges 
renewed by Senate Banking chair 
WASHINGTON, D.C — Angered by rising ATM fees, 
the chairman of the Senate Banking Committee said 
Tuesday he will renew his push to ban extra charges for 
consumers who use cash machines not owned by their 
banks. 
A consumer group released a survey showing that the 
number of ATMs that levy such charges has nearly 
doubled to 45 percent in the last six months. 
At the same time, the average cost of the surcharges is 
up, with big banks likely to charge more for the service 
than small banks, the VS. Public Interest Research Group 
said in its report. Tuesday was the first anniversary of the 
decision by the nation's two largest ATM networks, Plus 
and Cirrus, to allow machine owners to charge a second 
fee. 
Connecticut and Iowa have outlawed the fees, and 
legislation to ban the surcharges or impose a moratorium is 
being considered in Massachusetts and 11 others states. 
The surcharges, which are paid to the bank operating 
the ATM, come on top of fees many customers pay to their 
own banks when they use another bank's machine. 
"More and more consumers are now forced to pay twice 
for the 'privilege' of gaining access to their own money. 
Thars outrageous," said Sen. Alfonse D'Amato, (R-N.Y.), 
chairman of the Senate Banking Committee. "Banks are 
posting record profits, yet they are crying poverty when it 
comes to ATMs. That just doesn't wash. If they cannot 
afford ATMs, why did they put up over 100,000 of them?" 
D'Amato said he will reinrroduce his legislation to ban 
such double-charges. But a bankers' group spokesman 
maintained fees are outweighed by the 24-hour 
convenience for customers. 
—AP/newsfinder news service 
Patients strapped down in solitary 
confinement to be watched constantly 
PETERSBURG — A state mental hospital has ordered 
nurses to continuously watch patients strapped down in 
solitary confinement. 
The directive came eight months after a patient died 
alone while held to a bed with leather belts at Central State 
Hospital near Petersburg. 
Prior to the order issued last month, patients were 
checked every 15 minutes by aides with high school 
diplomas and no formal medical training. 
Gloria Huntley was found dead at 1:35 p.m. on June 29, 
1996. 
In the final month of her life, the 31-year-old woman 
was placed in seclusion and belted spread-eagle on her 
back for 300 hours, including two separate stretches of 4 
1/2 days straight. 
The last time the asthmatic Huntley was checked was 
when she complained of breathing problems five minutes 
before she died, hospital records show. A licensed practical 
nurse gave her several puffs from an inhaler and left the 
seclusion room. 
Her attending physician, in a protest to hospital officials, 
had warned a year earlier that she could die in restraints 
because she suffered from asthma, epileptic seizures and 
heart problems. The doctor removed himself from her case 
because he said staff refused to follow his treatment 
regimen of nurturing and encouraging Huntley, and 
instead became more menacing toward her. 
Mental hospitals restrain patients to beds by putting 
them in a seclusion room and strapping down their arms 
and legs, and sometimes their chests. 
Huntley was in four-point restraint — her arms and legs 
strapped in restraints. 
—AP/newsfinder news service 
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would like to wish the class of 1997 
best of luck in the future! 
Remember you re a Member! -j I MMMi 
r 
Former Marirretakes class 
on journey through 1960s 
3X   IfHEUWEEZEi Thhuity,-/itifrdMQ9t 9 
Police tag 
by Laurie Butts 
staff writer 
A former Marine guided 
about 70 political science stu- 
dents through the war, peace and 
history of a turbulent decade in a 
lecture titled, "A Quiet Walk 
Through the Sixties." 
Students can prepare them- 
selves for the future by recog- _ 
nizing historical patterns and 
the forms in which they 
reemerge, Col. John Miller 
said in his March 27 lecture. 
"Going back in history is 
Mike Tucker, a political sci- 
ence graduate assistant, brought 
Miller to JMU.    ■ 
Tucker said he thought Miller 
would have a lot to teach stu- 
dents about the Vietnam conflict. 
"I think it is vital to hear history 
from as many points of view as 
possible," Tucker said. "Vietnam 
continues to be a point of con- 
The tragedy of Viet- 
nam is what it did to our 
ij o m .    ,   , 
like going into a foreign  COUYltril.  It Ctlt OWISIOUS 
country," he said. "You can't ,       ^ i      #>i •    •« 
know what it is reaiiy about as deep as the Civil War. 
without knowing the lan- 
guage. Today I will act as 
your interpreter." 
Miller, currently the man- 
Kennedy, Miller said. "That 
weekend set off about a dozen 
years of turmoil in the country," 
he said. Vietnam was poorly 
understood at home, and the 
mood of the nation changed over 
the years. As more and more 
troops were transported to 
Vietnam, there were fewer and 
fewer options to pull out, Miller 
_ said. 
"The tragedy of Viet- 
nam is what it did to our 
country," Miller said. "It cut 
divisions as deep, in any 
sense, as the Civil War." 
The nation is more 
secure now, Miller said. The 
Cold War is over and the 
// 
aging editor for Proceedings, a 
national military magazine, 
served in the Vietnam War dur- 
ing his 28-year career in the U.S. 
Marines. 
Besides being the managing 
editor of the oldest independent- 
ly owned military affairs maga- 
zine, Miller has also written two 
historical books and is working 
on a third to be titled With All Do 
Respect. This book is a 40-year 
odyssey through the Cold War, 
Miller said. 
United States is the only 
John Miller superpower, but we have not 
Former U.S. Marine Colonel seen the end of real threats to 
  our nation. The armed forces 
have been cut by 40 percent since 
1971 and there are still thousands 
of men and women overseas at 
risk, he said. 
"You will not have the gift of 
20/20 foresight," Miller said, 
"but through careful review of 
our country's history this past 
century, especially things that 
happened before your earliest 
memories, you may gain an abili- 
ty to place new developments 
into context and deal with them 
more wisely." 
tention, and healing begins with 
a real raw look at the truth." 
"He gave an up-close-and- 
personal view of the Vietnam 
era," junior Bill Schorr said. 
"You rarely get a chance to hear a 
veteran talk so openly about it." 
Miller strung together anec- 
dotes about his experiences in the 
1960s to help students gain sight 
into the future. 
The '60s truly began Nov. 22, 
1963, with the assassination of 
former   President   John   F. 
continued from page 3 
University employee's car parked 
in the transportation lot between 
10:10 a.m. and 3 p.m. March 27. 
• Unidentified individuals 
allegedly stole a green, unattend- 
ed CD-ROM disc, War Craft II, 
from the computer lab in 
Wampler Hall between 12:35 
a.m. and 12:20 p.m. March 30. 
The disk is estimated at $30. 
• Unidentified individuals 
allegedly stole Phish, Cracker 
and Sublime CDs, and possibly 
more, from an unsecured room in 
Dingledine Hall between 12:01 
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. March 30. 
• Unidentified individuals 
allegedly stole $42 cash from a 
wallet placed in a locker at the 
University Recreation Center at 
8:10 p.m. March 31. 
Destruction of Public Property/ 
False Fire Alarm 
• Unidentified individuals 
allegedly discharged fouling 
smoke from a dry chemical extin- 
guisher in the Sigma Pi fraternity 
house at 1:03 a.m. March 29. 
Destruction of Public Property 
• Unidentified individuals 
allegedly slashed the "Poly 
House" storage shed in the 
Arboretum between 12 p.m. 
March 29 and 1:30 p.m. March 30. 
Damage is estimated at $30. 
Destruction of Private Property 
• Unidentified    individuals 
allegedly vandalized five vehi- 
cles, which belonged to Pi Kappa 
Alpha fraternity members, 
parked outside of the Pi Kappa 
Alpha fraternity house on 
Harrison Street between 2 and 
430 a.m. March 30. 
• Unidentified individuals 
allegedly struck the left side door 
and lower quarter panel of a 1994 
Toyota Coupe parked in the 
Convocation Center lot at 10:40 
p.m. March 31. 
Damage is estimated at $400. 
Underage Consumption of 
Alcohol/Theft 
• A student was charged judi- 
cially with underage consump- 
tion of alcohol and theft of a sign 
in Hillside Hall at 3:15 p.m. 
March 28. 
The student reportedly was 
drinking at the Chi Phi fraternity 
house. 
Underage Consumption of 
Alcohol 
• A student was charged judi- 
cially with underage consump- 
tion of alcohol in Bell Hall at 2:24 
a.m. March 26. 
The student reportedly was 
found passed out in the corridor. 
Number of drunk in public 
charges since Jan. 7:40 
Number of parking tickets issued 
between March 25 and March 31: 
982 
SUNDAY, APRIL 6 thru SATURDAY, APRIL 12 
Sunday 4/6 




Roast Beef /Gravy 
Mashed Potatoes 
Broccoli, Scalloped Apples 
Danish, Bagels 
Noodle Romanoff 
Country Style Steak 
Coutnry Cream Gravy 
Vegetarian Lasagna 
Au Gratin Potatoes 
Cauliflower 









Italian Green Beans 
Vegetarian Burrito 





Savory Rice A Spinach Bake 
Tuesday 4/8 
Garden Vegetable Soup 
French Dip Sandwich 
Chicken /Biscuit Casserole 





w/ Copenhagen Sauce 




Baked Four Bean Casserole 
Wednesday 4/9 
Cream of Broccoli Soup 










Sugar Snap Peas 
Orange Glazed Beets 
Cheese Pizza 
Thursday 4/10 
Chicken Noodle Soup 
Sloppy Joe Sandwich 
Wing Dings 
Macaroni A Cheese 
Broccoli 
Slewed Tomatoes 
Vegetarian Sloppy Joe 
Chicken Breast Parmesan 
w/ Tomato Herb Sauce 
Beef Stew / Biscuit 
Rotini 
Peas and Carrots 
Italian Mixed Vegetable 
Baked Rice w/ Beans and 
Vegetables 
Friday 4/11 







Italian Green Beans 
Nacho Bar Vegetarian Chili 
Roast Sirloin 







Ham / French Toast 
Cream of Potato Soup 




Vegan Macaroni Dinner 
Womon Soup 





Vegetarian Egg Roll 
EAT GOOD FOOD! 
EARN EASY POINTS! IK 
GET GREAT GIFTS! 
POINTS ARE EARNED BY 
EATING FROM  1      5 P.M 
AND 8 P.M       1 AM 
EVERY DAY IN ANY 
JMU DINING SERVICES 
CAMPUS OPERATION 
NO NEED TO SIGN UP! 
ALL PARTICIPANTS IN 
A CAMPUS MEAL PLAN 
ARE AUTOMATICALLY 
ENROLLED. 
YOU'LL RECEIVE  1  POINT 
FOR EACH DINING DOLLARS, 
DINING DOLLARS GOLD 
OR FLEX DOLLAR SPENT 
EVEN BETTER    USE A PUNCH 
AND RECEIVE 5 POINTS1 
I     ■■   !■• 
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Stuck at JMU for another year without a job? 
Turn a negative into a positive! 
i photographer for The Brc 
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Greek Events and Announcements 
mbardi Gras 1997 tickets are now on sale 
you are interested in pnrehasing tickets for the 
April 19th festival of bands featuring 
Everything, Slackjaw, Pat McGee, J in Mary, and 
Spillins DeW, contact any AK A brother or see 
a member of yonr fraternity or sorority 
executive council. Tickets are $10 ($15 on the 
day of the show) 
The Greek Community is pleased 
to support the JMU Honor System 
and Honor Awareness Week. Show 
your support this week (March 31- 
April 3) from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on 
the Commons and in the Mailroom. 
■ iT~~~~    ^T        ^ Panhellenic would like to thank 
all those sororities who 
participated ib thc^Eflster Egg 
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I .(This is a paid advertisement 
"The Greek Comer" is published every Thursday in the Breeze. If 
you have any news or announcements regarding your respective fraternity 
orsoronty. please contact Jon Judah at x4019 ■*■«"■ nwmj 
_ _ 
. --       r*».        , 
What dofou want tig 
Association to accom 
"I would like to see the SGA 
keep up with the expansion 
of the university by provid- 
ing a greater number of ser- 
vices as enrollment increases 
atJMU." 
"I'd like to see more atten- 
tion paid to the art depart- 
ment." 





"I'd like there to be better 
classrooms for science maj- 
ors since the business 
majors get those nice 
classrooms on the other side 
of campus." 
Omar Mian 
senior, biology and health sciences 
"l  think  we  need  more 
parking at JMU." 
"I want ihe crosswalk back." "Scratch the idea about the chimes and 
put the money towards parking — it 
is impossible to find a place." 
Beth Pilsbury 
junior, psychology 
"I'd like to see the SGA do 





sophomore, integrated science and technology 
Clarence Buffalo 
senior, political science 
SPOTLIGHT BY GAIL MARHEFKA 
UNITY 
COMING APRIL 10-13 
« FASHION SHOW 
FIELD FEST 
TORJ( 
VENDORS, FOODS, PRIZES AND FUN!!! 
Organizations contributing to Unity Fest include: The University Program Board, 
Madison Leadership Center, Center for Multicultural Student Services, 
The Women's Resource Center, Health Center, Office of Residence Life, 
Take Back the Night Coalition, Black Student Alliance, Black Greek Caucus, 
Natural Highs, Kappa Kappa Psi, Tau Beta Sigma, and T.J.'s Demographics 
SPONSORED BY; University Program Board, Tau Beta Sigma, 
Kappa Kappa Psi, and Black Greek Caucus 





Thank you to the following halls & Sororities for donating money for this ad: Logan, Chandler, 
Do You Know What the 
Honor Code Says? 
Just a little note from the Honor Council trying to promote a better awareness 































UNIVERSITY HONOR SYSTEM 
Honor Council Office 
Taylor Hall, Room 226 
568-6383 
Introduction 
In a university community, there can be no doubt that honor and the pursuit 
of knowledge are inexorably intertwined. True knowledge can be gained 
only through honorable means. Moreover, honor is essential to the proper 
development of our civilization itself. As Henrik Ibsen noted: "The spirit 
of truth and the spirit of freedom - they are the pillars of society." 
Concomitant with freedom, however, is the necessity for truth and honor. 
An honor system must be believed in, supported by and administered by 
those who belong to it. Upon enrollment at James Madison University, each 
student is automatically subject to the provisions of the Honor System. Each 
student has a duty to become familiar with the Honor Code and the provisions 
of the Honor System. Ignorance of what constitutes an Honor Code violation 
cannot be used as a,defense in an honor hearing. 
The Honor System at JMU does not discriminate based upon race, color, 
religion, national origin, political affiliation, gender, sexual orientation, age 
or disability. 
The Honor Code 
Students shall observe complete honesty in all academic matters. 
Violations of the Honor Code include, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED 
TO, taking or attempting to take any of the following actions: 
1. Using unauthorized materials or receiving unauthorized assis- 
tance during an examination or in connection with any work 
done for academic credit. Unauthorized materials may include, 
but are not limited to, notes, textbooks, previous examinations, 
exhibits, experiments, papers or other supplementary items. 
2. Giving false or misleading information regarding an academic 
matter. 
3. Copying information from another student during an examination 
4. Rendering unauthorized assistance to another student by know- 
ingly permitting him or her to see or copy all or a portion of an 
examination or any work to be submitted for academic credit. 
5. Obtaining prior knowledge of examination materials (including 
by using copies of previously given examinations obtained from 
files maintained by various groups and organizations) in an 
unauthorized manner. 
6. Selling or giving to another student unauthorized copies of 
any portion of an examination. 
7. Using a commercially prepared paper or research project or sub- 
mitting for academic credit any work completed by someone else. 
8. Falsifying or attempting to falsify class attendance records for 
oneself, someone else, or having another falsify attendance 
records on your behalf. 
9. Falsifying material relating to course registration or grades, 
either for oneself or for someone else. 
10. Falsifying reasons why a student did not attend a required 
class or take a scheduled examination. 
11 Taking an examination in the place of another student. 
12. Making unauthorized changes in any reported grade or on an 
official academic report form. 
13. Falsifying scientific or other data submitted for academic credit. 
14. Collaborating in an unauthorized manner with one or more 
other students on an examination or any work submitted for 
academic credit. 
15. Committing the act of plagiarism - the deliberate copying, 
writing or presenting as one's own the information, ideas or 
phrasing of another person without proper acknowledgement of the true source. 
16. Using computing facilities or library resources in an academically dishonest 
manner. 
17. Falsifying evidence, or intimidating or influencing someone in connection 
with an honor violation investigation, hearing or appeal. 
ALLSTUDENTS ARE STRONGLY URGED TO ASK THEIR 
INSTRUCTORS TO CLARIFY WHAT TYPES OF CONDUCT ARE 
AUTHORIZED OR UNAUTHORIZED IN EACH COURSE. 
Investigations and Charges 
For the Honor System to be truly effective, all students and 
instructors are expected to cooperate in its implementation. If stu- 
dents accept dishonesty by their peers, or if instructors accept dis- 
honesty by their students.the entire Honor System will be 
destroyed. True honor can be achieved only if all guard it zealously. 
Any member of the university community who has reason to 
believe that an honor violation has taken place should immedi- 
ately report the circumstances to the Honor Council president or 
one of the Honor Council investigators. The Honor Council will 
not take action with respect to a violation reported more than 60 
days after its occurrence.Upon receipt of a report of an alleged 
honor violation the coordinator or an investigator will notify the 
student by letter that he or she is the subject of an honor investi- 
gation and an investigator will be assigned to investigate the 
alleged violation. 
It will be the responsibility of the assigned investigator to 
gather as much information as possible to permit a fair determina- 
tion of whether there is reason to believe that an honor violation 
has taken place. The Honor Council coordinator and investigators 
will have 20 class days from the date of the notification letter to 
complete the initial investigation of the alleged violation and to 
decide whether to charge the student with a violation of the 
Honor Code or to terminate the matter. The student will be 
promptly notified of that decision. 
A student charged with an honor violation will be promptly 
notified of the charge and instructed to make an appointment 
with the investigator. At this meeting-the investigator will explain 
the charges, inform the student of his or her rights, and describe 
the Honor System procedures. Neither the student's failure to 
contact the investigator nor the student's withdrawal from the university 
while an honor investigation or charge is pending will halt 
the investigation or any subsequent honor proceeding (including 
the hearing and, if applicable, the appeal) affecting the student. 
A student charged with an honor violation may request the assis- 
tance of an investigator in gathering relevant evidence. Although 
the accused is responsible for preparing and presenting his or her 
own defense, the accused may submit to the investigator a list of 
questions the accused would like asked of witnesses during the 
investigation and at the hearing. This procedure will not affect the 
right of the accused to question any witness at the hearing 
IT SHOULD BE REMEMBERED THAT HONOR COUNCIL 
INVESTIGATORS ARE STUDENTS. THEY ARE ASSIGNED TO 
GATHER EVIDENCE IN AN IMPARTIAL MANNER AND TO 
HELP THOSE INVOLVED IN HONOR COUNCIL 
PRc°vSS:?INGS UNDERSTAND THE OPERATION OF THE HONOR 
1. For the purposes of the Honor System, a student shall be deemed 
to have received a notification or a document one day after it is 
either placed in the student's assigned campus mailbox or 
mailed from a U.S. Postal Service facility addressed to the stu- 






the Honor System a "class day"means any 
weekday on which classes are scheduled to meet at the univer- 
sity pursuant to the University Calendar contained in the cur- 
rent Undergraduate Catalog. 
Thank you to the following halls & Sororities for donating money for this ad: Logan, CrfanoTeY ' 
_ 
SGA  
continued from page 5 
said. "The bottom line is that 20 percent of 
campus is Greek and only one page [in 77K 
Breeze] represents 20 percent of the [stu- 
dent body]." 
The amendment, which was presented 
to replace the cut funds, failed. 
Senate went on to replace $348 cut by 
the Finance Committee in Panhellenic's 
budget to fund for slides during Fall Rush. 
The sororities take slides of rushees to help 
remember all the faces, Bayly said. Senate 
passed the Panhellenic budget at $12,903. 
Inter-Fraternity Council was also at the 
meeting to present its budget 
Finazzo proposed a series of amend- 
ments to the proposed budget to fund for 
Greeks Advocating Mature Management 
of Alcohol. Senate was in general agree- 
ment on the benefits of the program. 
"Alcohol consumption nation-wide is 
becoming a big issue and these guys [the 
organizers of GAMMA] are taking respon- 
sibility for this," Commuter Sen. Wrenn 
Cox said. 
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All of the amendments passed with lit- 
tle debate. 
Senate passed IFC's budget at the final 
sum of $13,881. 
The National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People and the 
Sports Club Council both received front- 
end budgeting status for the first time, 
and had their budgets approved by Senate. 
NAACP received $3,775 and Sports 
Club Council received $16,250. 
The University Program Board had its 
budget approved with no debate. The allo- 
cation totaled $171,399. 
The Black Student Alliance budget also 
passed at $21,605. 
SGA approved its own budget at the 
sum of $58,866. 
Total SGA contingency account funds 
for the next academic year stand at 
$27,407. 
Organizations not included in the front- 
end budgeting process can request funds 
from this account at any time. 
Got a story for news? 
Call Courtney, Rob or AnJi at 
x6699 and give us the scoop! 
the Madison Leadership Center 
COMMUN/irV 
With 
U16  tfCAPUAT6 6CilOOL  OF  POLITICAL  MAWA£eM£Wr 
ASSifirAwr pfcOFESsoeiAL LecTvtzee. 
rus miLosoPUv DEPAarnew 
OF 
GGQ&&G U)ASUiN£rON/ HN/iV6£SirY 
April a Tfr 
V**^ 
IWMHBR 
~J»»"k     -.,— T   . u ~ for furAttn htiorm&tloni SM-ASIB i 
the old staff for a year o 
4&&C>pin   he neiAJ4, 
e$rMf mg opinion*, 
kztbinq   ui   in   'ituU, 
giving us focus, 
^AA/G. A. «*.<*. J-A. 
and 
A^-O-A* 
Good Luck in the Future! 
The 23rd Annual Madisonians' Home Show 
"fcztapade 
JMU's nationally recognized show 
ensemble in a spectacular display of\ 
music and dance!! 
Friday, April 4 & Saturday, April 5 
8pm 
Wilson Hall 
Call 568-7000 for tickets. 
.1   _ „!»•... ,'i     O    _ll^.f 1 ll~1„J*^+..   
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EDITORIAL 
SttoOUTxOV "BC UX>KIN<* ■me MAnoUAu 
"\ 
Online porn law affects colleges 
As the United States Supreme Court takes a joke when one considers the state government still 
look at national regulation of online won't grant all First Amendment freedoms, 
pornography, Virginia colleges better Further, while the state withdraws these First 
examine their state's despotic rule over online Amendment rights, it does so pretty shadily. Is 
material thprp a formal definition for "sexuallv explicit?" If aterial. 
The Communications Decency Act, passed by    so, then use it when you write our laws. If not, 
Congress and signed into law by President Bill    don't expect us to blindly follow. 
Clinton last year, is currently up for discussion       This vague wording makes an appearance in 
before the Supreme Court. However, in Virginia, it    the Communications Decency Act. It outlaws any 
is already illegal for state 
employees to access "sexually 
explicit"   materials online, 
according to an article in the 
March 31 issue of Time. 
it 
. . while the state 
withdraws these first 
amendment rights, it 
indecent" word or image. 
Does this mean discussion of 
abortion or AIDS is a crime? 
Does the word "sex" criminal- 
ize online users? 
Consider the ramifications of      n S I What we, as members of an 
this state law. A film professor   AnPv it nrpttv shn/lilv  h  academic community, must 
who goes online to gather infor-   "f*™ U pnsuy snatUiy.U   reaHze .g jurisdiction over 
mation  on  "A  Clockwork there a formal definition online pornography, at both the 
Orange," may become a crimi-    r      «c/,rii/,//v t>Ynlirit' ?    
state and national levels, is 
nal. A psychology professor   Jur   zvxuuiiy CA//ttc«  .     more than a matter of sex on 
researching human sexuality    If SO, then USe it when     the Web. It is a matter of 
online may have also violated 
the law. 
The issue at stake is not 
whether JMU will lose profes- 
sors guilty of viewing online 
porn. After all, the chances of 
Dart.,. 
A "your-sarcasm-wasn't-funny" dart to the guy 
who stole my organic chemistry book from the 
library last week and after seeing my name and 
phone number written inside, called me and asked, 
"So, how are you doing in chemistry?" 
Sent in by a disgusted student who can't afford to 
buy a new book and wants her's returned. 
Pat... 
A "fearless leader" pat to Kim Dyle for her 
constant enthusiasm and unyielding commitment to 
Recycling Awareness Week. She is truly amazing. 
Sent in by the Health 458 class, that appreciates a 
great leader. Please recycle this Breeze. 
Dart... 
A "thanks-a -lot-you-drunken-thieves" dart to the 
people who drank our beer and then proceeded to 
steal CDs and an expensive camera and from our 
party. 
Sent in by two students who want back what 
rightfully belongs to them. 
Pat... 
jr    Virginia residents already hav- 
yOU Write OUr laWS. IJ     mg allowed the state to threaten 
not, don t expect US tO     ^e freedom of university pro- 
LI*    JI    r  fi " fessors with no more of an 
blindly jOllOW. explanation than the words 
"sexually explicit." 
someone catching a professor in the act and taking "Unfortunately, state legislatures pass unconsti- 
time to report it to the state are slim However, the tutional laws all the time, and you still have to go 
principle of academic freedom is at stake. Just to court to fight them," American Civil Liberties 
when many academics felt cozy with their First Union attorney Ann Beeson said in the Time arti- 
Amendment rights, 1990s censorship rears its ugly de. So, let's fight, 
head in a new form — online communication. : 
The grandiose terms "Information Highway" The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial 
and the "Age of Information," suggest a forward board, which consists of the editor, managing editor and 
thrust into a progressive future, but are a cruel    opinion editor. 
A "thanks-for-the-dining-dollars" pat to the Dukes 
cashier who paid for my ice cream with his own JAC 
card after I forgot mine. 
Sent in by a student who knows the value of dining 
dollars and appreciates the kind gesture. 
Dart... 
A "we-wish-you-hadn't-had-a-ticket" dart to the 
guy who heckled Mario Joyner at the Chris Rock 
show Tuesday night. 
Sent in by students who think you obviously don 7 
appreciate good humor and with that attitude you 
might as well have stayed home. 
Editorial Policy 
UNIVERSITY 
Kristen Heiss . . . editor       Laura L. Wade . . . managing editor 
KeUey M. Blassingame . . . opinion editor 
Letters to the editor should he no mote than 500 words, columns should be no more 
than'800 words, and both will be published on a Space available basis. They must be 
delivered to The Breezt by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday. 
TTjgjfoggj STfUCUlU"MltJiJiuilt(nr c'ariry 3n^ s'Pace- 
The opinions in this section cbnot necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper, 
thia staff, or James Madison University. 
Pat... 
An "angels-in-disguise" pat to Kelley K. and the 
guy in the cream Volvo. Thanks for giving me a jump 
on a cold, rainy day. 
B £&*&,!& 4m*m wtejvwmH&M>sdNbi .-> • >n 
assistance but learned a lesson and invested in 
jumper cables. 
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Professors view cloning as part of natural order 
Guest Columnists 
— Kit Murphy and Jonathan Monroe 
We wish to make several comments 
regarding the editorial in the Feb. 27 issue 
of The Breeze, "Cloning Raises Ethics 
Questions." First, we applaud the editorial 
board for initiating a debate on the ethical 
issues raised by recent cloning advances. 
Advances in biology are being made at 
an incredible pace, 
and many of them 
will result in tech- 
nology that 
requires open and 
extensive debate 
over the ethics of 
their use. Everyone in society should be 
aware of, and participate in, these debates. 
However, we feel the editorial's call for 
a halt to cloning is premature for two rea- 
sons. First, we feel the editorial's justifica- 
tion rests on an untenable appeal to "the 
natural order" of the world. Second, we 
think it is unwise to call for a halt to the 
cloning of organisms without thorough 
consideration of the potential benefits of 
cloning. We will deal with these two 
points in turn. 
The editorial states, "To clone animals, 
humans or anything else is a disruption of 
the natural order of our world and the nat- 
ural progression of life." We agree with the 
researchers who cloned Dolly that there 
seem to be no reasons to permit the 
cloning of humans. However, in our opin- 
ion, a call to halt the cloning of other 
organisms cannot be based on an appeal to 
the "natural order" and "natural progres- 
sion of life." 
First, cloning is part of the natural 
"order. Organisms 
produce offspring 
by cloning them- 
selves, and these 
offspring are 
genetically identi- 
cal to their par- 
ents. Furthermore, identical twins are 
clones of each other. 
Second, we have been altering the nat- 
ural progression of life for thousands of 
years by selectively breeding plants and 
animals. Most persons seem comfortable 
with the ethics of this form of genetic engi- 
neering. 
Third, many current technologies are 
far more disruptive to the natural order 
than cloning is, yet there is no debate over 
the ethics of their use. For example, we 
devastate natural ecosystems when we 
clear forests to plant crops or build univer- 
sities, and we use vaccinations and antibi- 
otics in an attempt to eradicate naturally 
occurring organisms. Every species affects 
the natural order in some measurable way, 
and our own effect on the environment 
could be considered as much a part of the 
natural order as it could be considered a 
disruption of that order. There may be 
compelling ethical reasons for halting the 
cloning of nonhumans, but an appeal to 
the natural order is not one of them. 
Our second point is the cloning of cer- 
tain animals promises to have a significant 
biomedical impact and makes good eco- 
nomic sense. In the early part of this centu- 
ry, diabetics died as children. When 
insulin was discovered in the early 1920s, 
it became possible to "cure" diabetic 
patients simply by injecting insulin extract- 
ed from the pancreas of cows. Cow insulin 
works fairly well in humans, but it isn't 
exactly the same as human insulin. 
Being a protein, insulin is encoded by 
DNA and is synthesized in animal cells. 
The human gene for insulin was isolated 
in 1977, and today most of the insulin pro- 
duced is synthesized by bacteria engi- 
neered to contain a copy of this human 
gene. Not only can patients with diabetes 
benefit from using the real thing, but no 
animals need to be sacrificed to make it. 
Unfortunately, not all medically impor- 
tant human proteins can be made in bacte- 
ria. This is where the sheep come in. It is 
now possible to genetically engineer sheep 
so they contain human genes and secrete 
the human proteins in their milk. 
Collecting the milk and purifying the pro- 
teins is relatively easy, but producing a 
large enough flock to make the process 
profitable takes a long time. Cloning could 
cut substantially the time from drug dis- 
covery to saving lives. 
As this process becomes more prof- 
itable, it is more likely that drug compa- 
nies will make drugs to treat rare diseases. 
Currently, cures for these diseases may be 
available, but the market is not large 
enough to make it profitable for drug com- 
panies. 
Incidentally, medically important 
human proteins can also be made in 
plants, and the current plant of choice for 
these experiments is tobacco. Genetic engi- 
neering may enable tobacco farmers to 
switch from producing life-threatening 
drugs to producing life-saving drugs. 
Comprehending the blitz of ethical 
questions created by modem science is a 
challenge we all face. Facing these issues as 
informed citizens is imperative if we are to 
make the best possible decisions. 
Kit Murphy and Jonathan Monroe are pro- 
fessors of birtogy. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Article gives well-deserved recognition 
to JMU African-American Greeks 
To the Editor: 
On behalf of my fraternity, Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, 
Inc., I would like to offer Julian Walker great praise and 
gratitude for taking an initiative in writing the article in 
the March 24 issue of 77K Breeze ,. "Service Organizations 
Make a Big Difference in JMU Community" — a view 
into African-American Greek Lettered Organizations. 
Such an endeavor was greatly needed and long overdue 
White social Greek organizations tend to overshadow 
AAGLO; it is refreshing to know Walker had the courage 
and dignity to report what is true versus what is popular. 
It is of great urgency that the JMU community and sur- 
rounding communities understand and appreciate the 
efforts of AAGLO to improve the communities. A Feb. 6 
Breeze article titled "Greeks Giving: Fraternities and sorori- 
ties donate their time and money for both their national 
philanthropies and local service projects" made no men- 
tion of AAGLO. 
Walker's accurate, precise, articulate, imaginative and 
skillful writing style displays a talented writer of enor- 
mous quality. The Breeze is our university's paper, and as 
members of Alpha Phi Alpha, we don't feel it is a question 
of special attention but equal attention. Thank you for tak- 
ing the time to bring this issue to the public. 
WMam Aun Jones, Jr. 
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. 
Sister Souljah spoke of racial unity; 
misunderstood by some for Intolerance 
To the Editor. 
We are writing in response to the dart in the March 24 
issue of The Breeze, and other attentions that have been 
recently given to Sister Souljah, who recently spoke at 
JMU. We feel Sister Souljah is exactly what the campus 
needed and are very proud we brought her. In collabora- 
tion with the Women's Resource Center, we sought out a 
speaker to excite this campus and to do something out of 
the ordinary. Considering students on this campus get 
excited over very little, I feel we accomplished our goal. 
What disappointed me was this campus is supposed to 
be an incubator for the leaders of the future and these 
leaders disappointed us. An opposing view is not disturb- 
ing, but one based on media propaganda and racial biases 
is very disturbing. I was bothered because not one rebuttal 
for Sister Souljah was based on anything more than fear 
and ignorance. 
To the brilliant talk show host on a WXJM radio show 
and the writer of the dart in The Breeze, this is merely an 
observation: It seemed neither of you attended the speech, 
or if you did, you paid very little attention. None of your 
comments reflected on anything Sister Souljah discussed. 
There were points made about the racist society we 
live in, but never did she advocate racist behavior. She 
compared the structure of our culture, which focuses on 
ti\e individual, to African culture, which focuses on the 
cohesiveness of the community. 
Sister Souljah made suggestions for improving com- 
munication in our families and relationships. She stressed 
we be responsible for our actions, and take an active role 
in educating ourselves. It would seem these issues hardly 
advocate racism. Rather, her suggestions could have a 
positive influence on our society. 
As our journey takes us to different places, we will 
inevitably come into contact with people of all walks of 
hre. The key is not to try to get the upper hand or hold oth- 
ers back, but to see how we can all move forward togeth- 
er. Ifwe take time to see the beauty in our differences and 
not fear them, we will begin to come together. 
To people who can't understand this, we feel sorry for 
you. Not just because you are only seeing a small portion 
ot what is out there, but you wiU perpetuate the racist and 
sexist systems that have plagued our society from its 
beginning. 




Women's Resource Center 
Quarreling among fraternities creates 
weakness in JMU Greek community 
To the Editor: 
When I came Jo JMU, I was faced with the big deci- 
sions of whether or not to go Greek and if so, with what 
organization. I made my decision to join a fraternity and I 
can say that these last three years have been a blast I've 
acquired many life-long friends and have had experiences 
that will last a lifetime. As I approach graduation, I notice 
an alarming trend that exists in the Greek community — 
fraternities quarreling amongst themselves., 
I can't even count how often I hear people say, "I hate 
that other fraternity" or "All of those guys are assholes." I 
can't fathom how someone could gauge another person's 
character based on an organization they are in. 
Let's all think back to rush. One week of trying to 
impress people and then suddenly you've made an enor- 
mous decision. How many of us can honestly say we are 
the same person we were back then? What's important is 
realizing we joined organizations where we felt comfort- 
able, would excel and would mature into fine young men. 
I've met a lot of people from different fraternities, and I 
can say some of them are my best friends. Everybody 
brings something different to the table and it always 
results in a good time. 
Another reason we should pull together is we are 
killing ourselves. Look around — Greeks are a dying 
breed. Many schools have eliminated fraternities and 
sororities altogether, and I am sure the idea has been 
tossed around board meetings at JMU. We are not helping 
the cause when we fight each other and make ourselves 
look bad. Lef s not give them any more ammunition to us 
against us. 
The JMU Greek community has many of the finest 
leaders on campus. We need to pull together and act as a 
team. Only then will we truly reach our potential and 
secure a permanent place at this university. 
Christopher J. Doerr 
senior 
HNsmauonai uussiess 
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STUDENTS! 
Now's the lime to reserve space for the summer 
MINI STORAGE 
Private Storage Rooms 
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76 West Water St. 
#434-6767 
DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T 
JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS. 
Nicholus Esposito, killed Oct. 13, 
1989 at 8:25pm. 
Next time your friend insists on 
driving drunk, do whatever it takes to 
stop him. Because if he kills innocent 
people, how will you live with yourself? 
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK. 
James Madison University 
mtztev in ILovtion 
Summer Session 1997 
Program Dates: May 19 to July 11, 1997 
$r Si r<?c 
Courses in London: 
% rc«., 
fti re s'i/l 
*k 
ART 416 - Masterpieces of British Art 
ENG 458 - Shakespeare irf England 
HIST 392L - The Transformation of 
•England:  1760-1914. 
ILS 290L - London in Cultural Perspective 
MUS 200L - Music in General Culture 
THEA 303 - Contemporary Theatre 
THEA 449/ENG 232 - The London Theatre 
Independent Studies possible 
Note:   final course selection ptndinS enrollmcr.: 
Summer 1997 Faculty in Residence: 
Dr. Thomas H. Arthur, Department of Theatre & Dance 
H ̂
 
Limited spaces are still available. %[<% mw% 
For more information: Professor Douglas Kehlenbrink 
Director, Semester in London 
(540) 568-697176419; kehlende@jmu.edu 
JMU Office of International Education 
Paul Street House, Harrisonburg, VA 22807 
(540) 568-6419; intl_ed@jmu.edu 
http:/Avmv. jmu.edu/intl_ed 
.kl 
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Mirth, hubris and ... The JMU Way? 
Snake Oil 
— Chris Klimek 
Congratulations to Sherman Dillard 
for landing the job as this august 
university's new basketball coach. I 
have never been much of a sports fan, so I 
have neither the credentials nor the incli- 
nation to speculate as to how well Mr. 
Dillard will fill the rather large, public 
shoes of lame-duck coach Lefty Driesell. — 
I draw your attention instead, gentle 
reader, to a 
peculiar utter- 








Dillard's hiring: "Sherman Dillard is the 
epitome of what is commonly referred to 
as The JMU Way.'" 
Indeed. Dillard is a 1978 magna cum 
laude graduate of our esteemed chapel of 
higher wisdom, as well as a member of its 
sports hall of fame for scoring 2,065 career 
points from 1973-78. 
While it is doubtful anyone who does- 
n't work for  Lemish or for Minister of 
Propaganda Fred Hilton has ever waxed January 1995, the faculty's subsequent 
philosophic about The JMU Way, Lemish, two-thirds majority vote of no confidence 
in adopting such a "common" phrase to in him, or his overruling of high-profile 
describe a decorated athlete and scholar Honor Council decisions last year, hardly 
such as Mr. Dillard, opens a sizable can of create the impression of an evil master 
worrns plan — or any plan. Is executive improvi- 
Dillard's impressive resume^ suggests     sation The JMU Way? I think, not. 
he is the sort of person who would proba-     Executive improvisation is just a symptom. 
bly do well no matter where he earned his 
degree. Yet surely the environment in 
which he prospered played a role — no 
one succeeds in a vacuum. 
So are we to believe, then, that every 
talented person who comes out of JMU 
embodies The JMU Way? What is The 
JMU Way, exactly, supposing for the sake 











of it And if it has some currency now, well, 
the definition isn't likely to please the 
Alumni Association or Sonner Hall. 
For all the talk of President Carrier's 
ego-driven, dictatorial style of leadership, 
most of the time it seems like nobody's dri- 
ving this boat. El Presidente's ham-fisted 
attempts at spin control following such 
well-documented disasters as his attempt 
to abolish the physics department in 
The real problem is our school is in the 
midst of an identity crisis. 
Last year, JMU received more applica- 
tions than ever before, yet it remains as 
uncomfortable with itself as a pimply 14- 
year-old. The new $9,000 electronic "bells" 
in Wilson Hall are a perfect example of 
JMU's hopeless yearning for "a real colle- 
giate quality," in the words of spinmeister 
Hilton. Our administration has a serious 
case of William & Envy. It covets the 
Cavaliers. But its jealousy has far less to do 
with academics man image. It envies for 
all the wrong reasons. 
Thus, JMU hacks its own schizophrenic 
course through the annals of higher educa- 
tion, simultaneously pursuing respectabili- 
ty and mass appeal. What is The JMU 
Way? New flowers seemingly every week- 
end, an $18.2 million gymnasium, bloated 
administrators' bloated salaries, and some 
fake bells. 
Now, I ask you, do you see many stu- 
dents walking around beating their breasts 
and wailing in agony with the terrible 
knowledge that their campus is not, 
despite its ambitious marketing efforts, a 
name brand university? I don't. I see a 
bunch of kids, mostly of above-average 
intelligence and privilege, trying to have 
some fun and earn a degree (not necessari- 
ly in that order). Largely apathetic, more 
than a little self-absorbed, and perhaps 
possessing an butsized sense of entitle- 
ment — but hey, we're human, right? The 
reality of the 40-hour week will soon rid us 
of our idly superior airs. We don't want to 
lean on an overzealous and obsessive 
alumni association for support and pres- 
tige for the rest of our lives. We want to 
experience what we can, learn what we 
wUl and move on. 
Besides, JMU has its own proletarian 
charm, even if we're not "collegiate" 
enough for some. Tell Carrier we don't 
care. We like JMU the way it is: the YMCA, 
of sorts, of Virginia universities. We're just 
folks here. Just stop trying to make this 
place a virtual wannabe Ivy League 
Disneyland, all right? 
After all, we don't have it so bad. We 
still have a lot of talented and dedicated 
faculty left, a fair percentage of well- 
adjusted, good kids and a freak population 
the two marquee universities in this state 
ought to envy. Maybe Sonner could capi- 
talize on these significant attributes when 
trying to sell this place to high schoolers, 
and instruct the tour guides not to focus so 
much on how tasty the Dukeburgers are. 
That, I think, is the path to the one, true 
JMU Way. Lose the pretension and delu- 
sions of grandeur. 
This place is still pretty good after you 
realize that a crack groundskeeping staff 
isn't necessarily what a university needs. 
As for what Lemish was talking about, 
well, your guess is as good as mine. He's 
wired into the same mainframe as Hilton, 
though, so inquire of him directly at your 
own risk. 
Chris Klimek is a junior mass communica- 
tion and an English double major. 
The first ever James Madison University 
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Office of Residence Life 
Job Positions Open for 1997/1998 school year 
Student Manager - Campus Life, Facilities Office (I) position, 
Pay: $5.7Vhr 
Start Date:    August 18, 1997 
10-15 hours per week (will work around class schedule) 
Job Description: Responsible for prioritizing and scheduling work for student employees,; maAuW inventory 
ordering supplies and materials; maintaining all service requests on equipment; assuring qfajpyicoi 
work orders; loading and unloading delivery trucks; and other duties as assigned. V     A \y 
Qualifications: Good organizational skills; must have a valid drivers license, abifitylp lipover 50 pounds; 
experience in supervision, scheduling and inventory. A   y 
Application Deadline: April 18.1997 
Applications available in C103 Huffman Hall 
Facilities Assistant - Campus Life. Facilities Office (2) posijj 
Pay:$5.l5/hr 
Start Date:   August II. 1997 
10 hours per week (will work around class sc 
Job Description: Responsible for repairs/repls 
residence halls as well as officesjjpaintair 
of equipment and key checkc 
Qualifications: Must have a 
Application Deadline/A"pril 
Applications available in Cl 
!**««••»»«»*•••« 
. of furniture in all residence halls; make deliveries to 
; responsible for the security of buildings; proper care 
Campus Life (several positions available) 
„JS, 1997 




Job DescripuVn/positions available in Judicial Affairs, Residence Life, Housing and Business Operations. Work 
hours fall between 8am and 5pm Monday through Friday. Clerical and receptionist experience is helpful, but 
not required. 
Application Deadline: April 18, 1997 
Applications available in CI03 Huffman Hall 
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you HAVS YWR 
AT SOUTH V/Odf 
Each furnished Luxury 
4 Bedroom 4 Bathroom 
Apartment comes with: 
•Double Beds in each bedroom 
• Full size Washer & Dryer 
• Telephone & Cable hookups 
in each bedroom & living room 
• Oversized Closets 
• Built-in microwave oven 
• Garbage disposal 
• Full size Dishwasher 








Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 
Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
and by appointment 





or call 432-0600, 
and make a 
move to luxury! 
T^§§S8zJtoTTI?Ha* Aw! M?#& 1i 




at PLAN 9 in Carytown • WED APR 2 at 5 PM 
al PLAN 9 in Harnsonburg • SAT APR 12 al 2 PM 
LlM PtRfORMAMCt! 
CASH FOR YOUR MUSIC! 
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY! 
1790-96 East Market Street 
(Kroger Shopping Center) 
Mon.-Sat. 10AM-9PM* 
Sun. 12 PM-6 PM • 434-9999 
— 
2061-F Evelyn Byrd Ave. (Behind Valley Mall) 










Hob Conklin & 
Friends 




SCHWiNN SZ Gxttti^ 
The biggest threat to 
depression is your 
awareness of it. 
lepresston strikes millions  Serious depression strikes indiscriminately. 
Serious depression is MOST dangerous when it goes unrecognized. That's why it's 
so important to always be aware of the threat 
of depression. And if your life is ever I//S/ T/?B ATB D 
interrupted by a period of g^.rr%n£CCt S~\ K 1 
depression, remember that it is        fj £  / "' f% £   2^^'C^*V 
readily, medically treatable. 
http://www.save.org 
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CHRiS 
ROCKS!! 
Barrel of laughs 
by Julian Walker 
assistant features editor 
Laughter bounced off the 
walls and resounded 
throughout the 
Convocation        Center 
Tuesday night. 
Chris Rock gave JMU an April 
Fool's Day to remember as he 
delivered one high-powered joke 
after another with seemingly 
effortless humor. 
Rock took the stage with the 
authority of a veteran comedian 
receiving raucous applause from 
the audience of almost 3,000. 
"We sold most of the tickets in 
advanced sales, but the tickets we 
had left were selling like crazy at 
the door," said Michele Parsons, 
public relations chair for the 
University Program Board. 
From the beginning, Rock had 
the audience laughing uncontrol- 
lably. His show took the crowd on 
a roller-coaster ride of humor that 
didn't stop until nearly 10p.m. 
when the show ended. 
Rock displayed an uncanny 
knack for finding humor in every- 
day occurrences and societal 
issues. 
Among Rock's social comic 
material was a 'personal endorse- 
ment' of President Bill Clinton. 
"I like Clinton. I like him 
because he has real problems, he 
doesn't just have presidential 
problems," Rock said. 
From there he discussed some 
of Clinton's most glaring prob- 
lems, including his sexual harass- 
ment case. 
Rock posed a particularly 
poignant question that left the 
audience in fits, "What's the differ- 
ence between sexual harassment 
and just being an asshole?" 
He also made time during the 
show to give a brief dissertation on 
homosexuals. 
"I got a gay uncle. We call him 
aunt Tom," said Rock. 
One thing that made the show 
run so smoothly was Rock's rap- 
port with the audience. He won 
the respect of the audience with 
basic, but witty humor. He neither 
patronized the crowd nor ran his 
jokes into the ground. 
Rock also incorporated some 
famous jokes from his other comic 
routines. 
For some comedians, this feat 
might have proved too much of a 
challenge, but Rock was to be an 
exception. The audience greeted 
his older material with roars of 
laughter and applause. 
He used the 'tossed salad' bit 
made famous by his recent HBO 
special. Unfortunately, as funny as 
this joke is, it is a bit too offensive 
to be repeated in print form. 
"One riiib" his famous line 
from the movie "I'm Gonna Get 
You Sucka," was also included in 
his routine and was greeted with 
cheers from the crowd. 
Perhaps the funniest and most 
thought-provoking joke of the per- 
formance was during his praise of, 
as he called them, "piimps." 
"A pimp can get a woman to 
sell her body and give him the 
money," said Rock, and then he 
repeated it again for emphasis. 
"That's not a crime, that's a gift." 
Rock is an established per- 
former and has experience in 
almost every medium in the enter- 
tainment industry. 
He has been in movies such as 
"CB4," "Boomerang" and "New 
Jack City." He was a cast member 
of "Saturday Night Live," a place 
where many of today's most rec- 
ognized comedy stars got their 
start. And he has a comedy CD 
that is due to be released. 
Chris Rock is a busy man. 
Whether you know him as 
Pookey or Lil' Penny, there is no 
denying his Hollywood stock is on 
the rise. 
He's not as hard as a Rock 
by Julian Walker 
assistant features editor 
Chris Rock, comedian, actor 
and all-around funny guy left a 
nearly packed audience at the 
Convocation Center rolling in fits 
of laughter Tuesday. 
After the show, Rock talked 
about his future plans. 
JW: You have been in a lot of 
movies ("CB4," "New Jack City," 
"Boomerang," etc.) and you have 
done TV ("Saturday Night Live" 
and HBO specials). Where do 
you want to go from here? 
CR: I just want to maintain my 
life-directing a movie doesn't 
seem that far off now. I just did a 
comedy album, a sketch album- 
it's real bugged. I'm already 
working on my second album, 
and my first one comes out this 
Tuesday. I just want to do funny 
things. I just look at things as an 
opportunity to be funny. 
JW: Who is the most memorable 
person you have worked with? 
CR: I've worked with everybody. 
It's kind of weird. The only per- 
son I got to work with was 
[Chris] Farley. I know Eddie 
[Murphy], but I haven't really 
worked with him. I got to work 
with Farley. He is probably the 
funniest guy I ever worked with, 
but the smartest guy I ever 
worked with is Conan O'Brien. 
He is the best writer I have ever 
worked with. 
JW: Who would you include as 
some of your comedic influ- 
ences? 
CR: [Richard] Pryor, Eddie, [Bill] 
Cosby and Woody Allen. Sam 
Kinison is probably my biggest. 
JW: How did working for 
"Saturday Night Live," in front 
of a live audience, help your 
career?              
CR: "Saturday Night Live" 
helped me get ready for my own 
show, totally. My show runs real 
good now, real smooth because I 
was at "SNL." I also did "In 
Living Color." A lot of people 
forget that I did eight shows of 
that. I have more experience in 
sketch comedy than most people 
out now. I really know a lot 
about doing that type of comedy. 
I have a masters in it. 
JW: A lot of comedians are head- 
ing towards late night television, 
and there is a void for an African 
American host that opened 
when Arsenio [Hall] left the air. 
Are you interested in a situation 
like that? 
CR: I turned them all down. I 
could do it, but I don't want to do 
it. You can't be really funny every 
night. You can be kinda funny 
every night. And when you're on 
every night you have to be on for 
at least half of a decade to make a 
mark. When you're on like that 
it's never great; it's always just 
good. It's only great in retrospect, 
years down the line. It's only for 
money. There is no reason to be 
on every night, you can't work 
for money. 
JW: What advice can you give to 
young comics? 
CR: It's corny, it's just what your 
parents tell you: you get out of it 
what you put into it.   
JW: Do you get a lot of people 
approaching you at shows and 
asking to be put on? 
CR: You can have all the jokes, I 
can't do nothing for you. You 
have to be good. Comedy is fair, 
it's not like music; you get in the 
studio and make some cute guy 
sing. Comedy is fair, it's not bull- 
shit. I can get you on "The 
Tonight Show," I know Jay Leno, 
but if you're not funny you're 
going to get booed off. You can't 
really fake it, and I love stand-up 
comedy like that. 
JW: How long is the show [tour] 
going on for? 
CR: We just added on, it looks 
like we are going into June now. 
JW:You mentioned directing ear- 
lier. Are you seriously consider- 
ing any scripts right now? 
CR:I got nothing to direct right 
now. I'm doing really good right 
now without a movie. I'm going 
to lay low for right now. 
— «fc 
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(ToB left) The audience gets their kick* as Chris Rock Imitates 'white people In the 'Soul Train' line.' 
(Above) Chris Rock laughs It up with the audience during his performance Tuesday night at the 
Convocation Center. The crowd was treated to an evening of side-splitting laughter and good, clean fun. 
photos by Kyie Buss 
KYLE BVSSJsenior photographer 
Mario Joyner plays to the crowd during the April Fools Day 
comedy show at the Convo. The show was sponsored b y UPB. 
Joyner jumps 
from MTV to JMU 
by Phil Kinzler 
senior writer 
Comedians are often social 
critics. A successful come- 
dian is able to make his 
audience think about itsdaily 
routines and ask, "Am I really 
that stupid?" 
REVIEW 
Mario Joyner, i6 this kind of 
comedian. Joyner, the opener for 
Chris Rock Tuesday night at the 
Convocation Center, knows how 
to make people laugh, and he 
knows how to find the humor in 
life 
Joyner, the one time host of 
MTV's "Half-hour Comedy 
Hour," has dabbled in television 
for years, but mainly does stand- 
up work. As the opening act for 
Rock, Joyner shortened his act, 
but still drew a positive response 
from the crowd of about 3,000. 
Joyner got the crowd into his 
act from the very beginning, 
making local humor and cracking 
on Shenandoah Valley Regional 
Airport. 
He then began his regular 
material, and some of it sounded 
familiar. I seemed he was still 
using sorr \ ;tuff from his MTV 
days. Joyn:   <ilked about touring 
the south and driving through 
Lynchburg at 90 miles per hour 
("Hang out, stretch your necks 
for a while."), the feeling one gets 
when successfully swatting a fly 
in midair ("Ninja!") and his large 
family ("Its a weird moment in a 
man's life when he realizes his 
mom is a freak."). 
Overall, the crowd seemed to 
enjoy his performance, except for 
one guy who screamed, "Are you 
done yet?" towards the end of his 
set 
"I thoroughly enjoyed his 
• performance," sophomore Jason 
Morris said. "I never stopped 
laughing.'' 
Sophomore Geoff Mullin said, 
"Joyner improvised really well. 
He picked up on the essence of 
Harrisonburg and hit all of its 
shortcomings in his jokes." 
After the show, Joyner spoke 
about his future plans. "I'm 
working on a pilot for NBC right 
now," he said. "If s going to be a 
mid-season replacement show, so 
it should come out in January." 
"I love doing television, so I'm 
hoping this will work out. You 
know how much money you can 
make through a sitcom?" he said 
with a laugh. 
If Joyner's performance 
Tuesday is any indication, don't 
be surprised if this isn't the last 





tyo sometfiing special /or Jormat 
Caff UttttfttC Hlortet today 
for uour corsage, 
6outonmere or 6oucjuet. 
FREE Pool Games: 5:30-7:00 p.m. 
liXttlTOON MCORNKOF 
EVELYN BYRD AVli 8 UNIVtRSriT BLVD. 
NTXT ro Q IAD'S MOTOR CAR Co. 
Own CARIA VANPIIT 
IM.U. AIJJMNIJS 
All MA|OR CWDTT CARDS AttlFlTD 
DEUVERY AVAILABLE 
AHip-Hop/club  nite   w/D.J.   Oman 4 /  3 •  =; 
D.J.  Dancing F R I  DAY 
SATURDAY 
SUNDAY 
d / S / 5 
433-3352 
w"    '  Located between Bruce 
I • <  m the A*,N store and, 
Diva Show w/D.J.  Dancing 
Alternative Lifestyles 
D.J.  Dancing 
Choc) our 
Oil 















JAMES    MADISON     UNIVEtSITY 
60%-90% off retail 
Featuring a oreat selection of gardening, cooking children's books, 
health I sell-help, computer manuals, literature, history, 
reference, audio books, videos, science I nature, art, religion, 
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LARGE SELECTION OF 
BEST SELLERS 
BY THESE 
& OTHER AUTHORS 
3HB 
GETTING THERE 
Locotod 1S minute from JMU, between 
Horrisonburg & Slounton, VA. Take 1-81 
swlh to exit 240; turn eosl on Rd. 682 
& walth for the signs. Call for brochure. 
Green Valley 
BO 
(quantities limited; orrivt eofry for best selection) 
hrtp://members.aol.com/gvbookrair 
FAIR 
.2,Box434,Mt.Cravfo.d,VA 22841  (540)434-0309 
....   . ,"r ■. 
b Helene' premieres Friday 
THEMEEZE  Thuwday, April 3.1997 
by Ryan Learmouth 
contributing writer 
Friday showing of To Helene" 
jmises to be JMU's version of a 
lollywood premiere at Grafton- 
Theatre. The student-written, 
and produced film is the culmi- 
of two semesters worth of filming 
> first venture for the campus-based 
production company, Gemini 
it 
Helene," directed by senior Bill 
and produced by Jeff Lofgren, 
the mystery and romance genres. 
ftory focuses on a grief-stricken 
woman   who   inadvertently 
ids the suspected murderer of her 
But, as with most movies, bringing 
lelene" to the screen is a story in 
len you produce something, it's 
going to change a little," Johnson 
would say that it [the screenplay] 
remarkably close to the original 
speaking as a writer. As a director, 
it has improved the original vision 
[realization." 
anceived as a mini-series last sum- 
by Johnson and senior Cheryl OTMeil, 
i adapted the script last August for 
[ Since August the original creative 
i has changed slightly. 
)riginally we had a character, 
ay, that was interesting but didn't 
st well with the motherly and melo- 
itic Karen," Johnson said. "Hillary 
3k the character [Lindsay] and real- 
led her own flavor to it The charac- 
came very isolated, very unkind, 
rery brash — we started calling her 
i Old Nasty Lindsay'." 
Ithough the production staff of 'To 
ye" expressed enthusiasm with the 
product, they also acknowledged 
i challenges in making the film, 
/e had some problems with equip- 
| giving out, but I think [Johnson and 
en] have done a professional job 
1(1 i1 
< \ 
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PHOTO COURTESYANGELA D. OREBAUGH 
Members of To Helene,' (I to r) John Passmore, Sari Wiener, Erin McDermott, Jeff 
Lofgren and Bill Johnson, shoot a scene at the University of Virginia. 
with it," said Sarah Parker, the female 
lead and chief protagonist of 'To Helene." 
Early in production, a shoot at Pargo's 
resulted in unexpected technical chal- 
lenges for the 'To Helene" team. 
"Bill and I came back to review our 
tapes and we had a big line running down 
the middle of the screen," Lofgren said. 
He later discovered a tracking problem on 
the camera to be the source of the line. The 
cast and crew returned to Pargo's for a 
second shoot. 
Even in light of minor setbacks, cast 
and crew are pleased with those facets of 
production that did click. Johnson cited 
the positive attitude of the cast and the 
original film's musical score, by sopho- 
more Erin McDermott, as pluses. 
"I am extraordinarily pleased with 
how the soundtrack and score turned out, 
and what a wonderful job Erin did." 
Johnson said. "I couldn't have dreamed 
for more effort, or for a better result than 
what she achieved." 
Lofgren also had nothing but praise for 
the final product. 
"I'm absolutely ecstatic about it," 
Lofgren said. "For all the things that 
could've gone wrong, the breaks went our 
way. I've seen the climax, which we just 
finished working on; it gives me shivers." 
"To Helene runs Friday-Saturday at 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 
p.m. AQ&A session with the cast and crew 




JENNIFER BAKEWpholo editor 
limbing 
tknownst to these Stair Master users, climbing may result in an enlarged gluteus maximus muscle (aka the butt 




Artist s works on display 
at National Gallery 
AP/newsfinder 
wire service 
WASHINGTON — A blockbuster show 
featuring early works by Pablo Picasso is 
currently on display at the National 
Gallery of Art. The paintings represent 
the easier-to-take Picasso of the days 
when he painted blue nudes and sad, 
pink acrobats, before he began to paint 
women with both eyes on the same sides 
of their noses. 
"Picasso: The Early Years, 1892-1906" 
includes 152 works he did from age 11 
through his 25th year. By then, 1906, he 
was a well-known painter living in Paris. 
'To say he was the most prolific and 
influential artist of the 20th century is 
something of an understatement," Earl A. 
Powell DX gallery director, said. "He was 
a watershed." 
At the end of 1906, Picasso stopped 
painting, the catalog says, "choosing to fill 
sketchbooks with studies for a composi- 
tion that would become 'Les Demoiselles 
d'Avignon' (The Damsels of Avignon), 
the work that would confirm him as a 
revolutionary innovator of modem art" 
The damsels come not from the French 
city of Avignon, but from a house of pros- 
titution on a street in Barcelona with the 
same name. Picasso began by calling 
them The Philosophical Brothel." 
They are five monstrous females with 
faces like masks and bodies heralding the 
cubist movement that Picasso helped to 
found. The work is such a landmark in 
the history of painting that the Museum 
of Modem Art in New York doesn't like 
to lend it But to some art lovers if s inex- 
plicably distorted and ugly, like much of 
what Picasso did until he died 66 years 
later. 
"We didn't want to borrow it," Jeffery 
Weiss, curator of the show in 
Washington, said. "We just wanted to 
bring one period to an end." 
Admirers of Picasso can find in the 
show probably the biggest collection ever 
from his "blue" and "rose" periods. 
In 1901, the writer and artist Carles 
Casagemas, his best friend, shot himself 
in a Montmartre restaurant over a failed 
love affair. Picasso repeatedly painted 
pictures of his dead friend, largely in a 
gloomy blue, with the bullet hole in his 
forehead. For the next three years, many 
of Picasso's paintings reflected the same 
melancholy in the same predominant 
color. 
But meanwhile, he had moved from 
Barcelona to Paris, made new friends and 
met his first great love, Fernande Olivier. 
Nudes, clowns and acrobats in his paint- 
*ngs were still sad, but they developed a 
pinkish tone. 
"Picasso: The Early Years, 1892-1906" 
will be in the National Gallery of Art until 
July 27. Vie exhibit will be at the Museum of 
Fine Arts, Boston, Sept. 10 through Jan. 4, 
1998. 
I H JSsi'AViMiy.ii^t :^?B?^EZE 
o Applications for the 
Matthew Lee 
Montgomery, Danville, 
O Memorial Scholarship are 
now available in the SGA 
office-Taylor 234 




is looking for 12 Resident Network Advisors to 
provide technical assistance to students in the Netplus 
program starting this fall. Netplus is a program 
allowing students to purchase Ethernet connections in 
residence halls providing direct access to the Internet 
and campus computing resources. RNAs will work 
approximately 10 hrs/wk. Pay will be $240/month. 
Candidates are required to: 
• live on campus and purchase a Netplus connection. 
• have strong desktop computer skills. 
• have a professional customer service attitude. 
Prior networking experience with TCP/IP and Internet 
related applications is desired. Email questions to 
netplus@jmu.edu. Further information can be 
obtained from homepage: www.jmu.edu/netplus. 
Applicants should fill out a state employment 
application available from Personnel in Hillcrest. 
Applications should be sent or dropped off to Nancy 
Dauer, Technical Services, Frye Building 201. 
Application closing date is 8 April 1997. 
It, 3aw Calf tU lift 
Introducing TeleFile from the IRS. If you are single and filed 
Form 1040EZ last year, you can file your tax return in ten minutes 
by phone. Anytime. Check your tax booklet for information. 
Department of the Treasury 
Internal Revenue Service 
Changing for good. 
HITeleFile 
It's free. It's fast. It works. 
flfflflffffifBffl 
d/c| free ride. 
Announcing the AT&T 
Ultimate Road Trip" 
Sweepstakes. 
«i 
Going abroad this school 
year? AT&T would like 
to help pay your way. 
10 Grand Prize Winner* - 
Round-Trip Air Transportation 
from the U.S. to the country 
where you'll be studying. 
Plus thousands of chances to win 
high-quality currency converters 
(hey, you may find it more valuable 
than the air transportation). 
To enter, call 
1 800 257-54.24. ext. 300 
Or you can enter on-line at 
http:    www.dtt.com Jtudentdbrodd 
Do it today. 
No purchase MCMury. Void Where prohibited, tmtgtttkm ends 5/1/97. Open to residents of 
the U.S.. 18 yeara or oldtr, (Tirollad at a U.S. collage or university during the 'f7-'M achool 
year and traveling internationally for 14 days or eore. Sea your Study Abroad Counselor or 
http://iHM.att.oaB/atudent_abroad for official rules and details. 
e 1997 AT*T 
Orchestra plays finale 
TH5,BRE^ZE , Thursday,April 3, 19??, 26 . 
by Mitch Vakerics 
contributing writer 
fter five weeks of rehearsal, the 
JMU Chamber Orchestra put on its 
final performance of the year 
■day       night   in   Wilson   Hall 
arium. 
; 25-member chamber orchestra per- 
ked selections from     J.S.  Bach, 
[gang Amadeus Mozart and Igor 
rinsky. It also featured a guest oboe 
er, Michele Kirkdorffer. Kirkdorffer, 
ictor of music, performed a solo in 
jcond piece. 
Dme reactions to Tuesday nighf s per- 
ance were positive, 
thought it went very well," Robert 
Zashin, associate professor of music 
j chamber orchestra conductor, said. 
le students beat up on themselves 
jiuse they missed a few things, but they 
to understand this was a very diffi- 
| concert." 
lichael Jordan, a junior,  said, "I've 
. to several concerts before, and they 
[keeping up their fine tradition of excel- 
le orchestra opened with Symphony 
1 in D Major, a Bach piece.  It con- 
ked a brief Largo movement that fea- 
a trio consisting of viola, cello and 
"The second movement [Largo] was 
soft and soothing — almost melodra- 
[tic," sophomore Lara Arthur said. 
vever, Arthur noticed "the violins did 
seem to be exactly on key with each 
other. They sounded a little bit off in some 
spots." 
Mozart's Concerto in C Major, for oboe, 
featured Kirkdorffer. 
The audience greeted Kirkdorffer with 
a round of applause as she entered the 
stage. 
After finishing the performance, she left 
the stage as an impressed audience 
showed its appreciation. 
"This piece is very challenging. It's one 
of the principle pieces for oboe players in 
our repertoire," Kirkdorffer said. "There 
are a few things that I would take back, 
but overall it went pretty well." 
Junior Kara Kurek said, "The oboe con- 
certo was my favorite piece — I thought 
Kirkdorffer played very musically." 
Suite No. 1 for Small Orchestra, by 
Stravinsky, began with a very quiet, 
haunting mood, seeming to capture the 
experience of walking down a dark, foggy 
street and noticing another individual 
across the street. 
"The Stravinsky was so much fun, it 
was the high point of my performance," 
cellist Cynthia Longley said. 
The orchestra performed Symphony 
No. 35 in D Major, by Mozart, to conclude 
its performance. The first movement, 
Allegro, was extremely festive and animat- 
ed in mood. The final movement, Rondo, 
was joyful and exuberant. 
After almost three hours, the JMU 
Chamber Orchestra once again established 
itself as a musical force. Its superior perfor- 
mance made all in attendance anticipate 
the start of next year's concert season. 




>"M.F.A. Degree Exhibitions: Kicki Masthem and Christopher 
Stephens;" Sawhill Gallery — Thursday-Saturday, free. 
►Rob Conklin & Friends: Blue Foxx Caft — Thursday, 432-3699. 
►Box Turtle: Blue Foxx Cafe — Saturday, 432-3699. 
►Club night w/ DJ Oman: The Office — Wednesday, 574-9975. 
►Diva Show w/ DJ. Dancing: The Office — Saturday, 574-9975. 
►Gunnar Mossblad & Friends: Dave's Taverna — Tuesday, 9 p.m.- 
midnight, $2 cover and $3 minimum food purchase, 564-1487. 
►Blues night with JMU professors and students; Dave's Taverna — 
Wednesday, 8-11 p.m., free. 
►Carmen &. Megan Haszard: J. Willoby's Roadhouse — Wednesday, 
9 p.m.-midnight, 574-3644-  
*& 
►The Madisonians, JMU show choir presents a night of rhythm and 
song: Wilson Hall Auditorium — Friday-Saturday, 8 p.m., call x7000 
for ticket information. 
► String Chamber Ensembles: Anthony-Seeger Hall Auditorium — 
Monday, 8 p.m., free. 
►Clarinet Choir: Anthony-Seeger Hall Auditorium — Wednesday, 
8 p.m., free. 
►JMU Chorus: Wilson Hall Auditorium — Thursday, 8 p.m., free. 
►Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "Scream," Thursday; "To Helene" Friday- 
Saturday; "Close Encounters of the Third Kind" Sunday, 7:30 p.m., 
free. "Bound" Tuesday-Wednesday. All other shows at 7 and 9:30 p.m., 
$2 unless otherwise noted. 
►Regal Cinemas Valley Mall: "Liar Liar," "Return of the Jedi," "Jungle 
2 Jungle," "The Empire Strikes Back." Shows $4 before 6 p.m., $6 after. 
Films showing till Friday. Call 434-7107. 
►Regal Harrisonburg 3: "Donnie Brasco," "Sling Blade," "Private 
Parts," "Selena," $4 before 6 p.m., $6 after. Films showing till Friday. 
Call 433-1200. 
► "Improvisational comedy with Cillia," Earth Day benefit show: 
Court Square — Saturday, 4 p.m., free. 
If you would likean event featured in 'Style Weekly,' drop off information in the Anthony-See&r Hall 
basement do the Style section.  
Do You Live In A Sardine Can? 
Joxhill Townhomes is a planned 
student community designed to 
help save students and parents 
money by cutting the cost of 
housing through ownership. 
•Extra Large Townhome- 
Over 1450 square feet 
•Full sized washer & dryer 
•4 Bed room 2 Bath 
•A lot of Storage 














Are You Tired of Overcrowded Dorm Rooms, 






the freedom and 
privacy of living off- 
campus in a Foxhill 'Jojvnhome. 
432-5525 
Sales office located in the lower level of the 
Dairy Queen/Citgo Gas Station on Port Rd. 
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Vee's^iace 
Delivers to }Jour lP\ace. 
#434_3003 
1588 S. Mai" St. 
Weekday drvefAmg 
Buffet only $6.95 
$1.00 Off WitK Tkis Ad 
Offer ^xpi^es April 19, 1997 
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Don't end up paying extra for mounting and 
balancing, our tires include mounting and 
computer balancing at no extra charge? 
All Season 
M&S 
40,000 Mile Tire 
size 
155/80R13 exp. 4/19/97 
Welshman's BFGOOdricH 
BLUE RIDGE TIRE, INC. 
K.Markel M Kurnucv Rd. Phone: 434-5935 
PC 
!* 
X C I. t' S I V E I. \        for \ i_- v     rj // r)     s r \ 
PAIN KILLER. 
F'oi fast relief from the nagging ache ol" taxes, we 
recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are lax- 
ihlfllllll annuities designed to hel|> Imikl iulliiKHi.il assets 
— money llial can help make llic dillcrence between 
living and living *v/l after your working years are over. 
Instant tax savings. 
Contributions to your SKAs arc tlrductcd Iromyour 
salary «n a pretax basis, so you |»y less in taxes now. And 
since earnings on your SKAs are also tax (kHerred until 
you receive them as retirement income, the money you 
don't semi to Washington can work even harder lor you. 
Loans and more. 
What else do SRAs oiler? A valuable loan 
opt ion. plus a full range of investment choices and 
the financial expertise of TIAA-CRKK — America's 
largest retirement organization* 
The sooner you act, 
the sooner relief begins. 
To find out more, slop by your benefits office or 
give us a call at I 800 842-2888. Well show you how 
SKAs tan lower your taxes. 
I )o it todav. It couldn't hurt. 
Visit us on the Internet at www.liaa-cref.org 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it." 
X 
CRKF mdiMi an oWnkweil h.v TIAA-CRKF nsMnal 
,J | SOB S42-27U. «t. am. far • rarrral CRF.F 
»- rt. tar. For wn roaflrlr 
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f CHRIS CAKTERJconiribulmg photographer CHRIS CARTER/conlributmg photographer 
(Left) Club Latino's operHnvttation Merengue/Salsa dance class in the Warren Hall Highlands Room last Friday attracted lots of new faces. Here sophomore Chris Fleischer 
enjoys a dance with sophomore Margarita Rozenfeld. (Right) Freshman Marc Meyerdirk cuts a rug with an eager pupil of the Merengue. 
Hispanic campus 'family' looks past 
race, creed to create circle of acceptance 
by Chris Carter 
staffwriter 
Hispanics don't even make up one 
ercent of the JMU community, yet a year- 
nd-a-half ago, two students created the 
irst organization to recognize and make 
Dthers aware of their heritage. They named 
11 Club Latino. 
Chris Diaz, now a senior, and Lisa Guli, 
119% graduate, formed Club Latino in the 
[all of 1995 because there was a lack of 
Exposure of the Hispanic culture on 
bampus — low population being a definite 
factor. "There are a little over 100 
lispanics on campus," said Diaz. "The 
llub was definitely needed so that we 
Duld network with one another. 
"We started out with $3.25 and two 
leople," Diaz continued jokingly. "We 
[Bed the money to celebrate the creation of 
he club by buying sodas. We promoted 
Ve club through the Center for 
lulticultural Student Services, and we 
kd fliers saying, 'Join the first Hispanic 
ub on campus.'" 
[The club recently honored Diaz with a 
aque recognizing him for his tenure as 
»b presdient and for co-founding the 
Zurrent Club Latino President Orlando 
: said the goals for tire club remain the 
ne as when the club was created. "Our 
|al is to promote Hispanic cultural 
..CampUS and I"" pgtahliyh ;in 
environment where people can unite 
regardless of race and creed," he said. 
Club Latino pursues this goal by 
meeting weekly to share the music, art, 
dance, dress and food of Latin and 
Hispanic culture amongst themselves and 
with others — and by attempting to learn 
as much as possible about other cultures, 
too. 
In an effort to promote Hispanic 
awareness, Club Latino, along with 
Multicultural ^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
Student Services, is     (( 
sponsoring a ]/fe frave fQ educate 
keynote speaker for 
Multicultural        not only others, 
Awareness Week. y ' 
Defense analyst Liz OUf a\s0 
Rodriguez       will 
speak     on     the oUTSelveS about 
importance of ., 
multiculturalism. in our culture. 
PC   Ballroom     at 
8p.m,.   Thursday, 
April 10. 
Because of Club 
Latino's promotional 
efforts, the club has become diverse. 
Almost 50 percent of the active members 
of the club are non-Hispanic. 
Emily Wyatt said, "I joined the club 
because when I went to the first meeting, I 
felt a bond among the club members. 
Although I'm not Hispanic, they still made 
me feel arrppred. I've learned about 
Hispanic culture, and the many different 
subcultures within it" 
Club Latino also makes an effort to 
reach out to the Hispanic communities of 
Harrisonburg and Northern Virginia. For 
the second year. Club Latino is co- 
sponsoring the College Partnership 
Program with JMU Admissions. Hispanic 
high school students from Northern 
Virginia schools such as Lake   Braddock, 
JEB Stuart, W.T. Woodson and Robinson, 
^_^^__^^^___ among others, are 
selected   to   visit 
JMU to see what 
academic courses 




also sponsored the 
"Shadow for a 
Day" program, 
where students 
from different high 
schools in 
Harrisonburg came 
to visit JMU. Each 
student paired with a JMU student to get a 
sneak preview of college courses. This 
program was awarded the "Best Student- 
Run Event" on campus by the Madison 
Leadership Center. 
"The kids learned a lot and it was a 
great experience for them," said senior 
Matt Rirhaxdson, vice-president of the 
Chris Diaz 
co-founder and former president. Club Latino 
club. "My 'shadow' really was motivated 
to go to college." 
Members of Club Latino also went to 
local trailer parks and took the kids who 
lived there to The Little Professor Book 
Center where Hispanic children's author 
Juan Felipe Herrera, told them stories from 
his books. 
, Little Professor employee Ronnie Kahn 
said, "It was a good opportunity for the 
kids to see that writers can have a similar 
experience as them, [the similar 
expereience in this case being) coming 
from a Hispanic background." 
Club Latino member Ana Ramirez said, 
"It was a good experience for them 
because the kids were having fun and 
learning at the same time." More than 30 
children between the ages of 3 and 15 
attended the event. 
"I think it's incredible that [the club] got 
the response that it did and it has become 
so diversified, with strong membership," 
Diaz said. "I think I've fulfilled the needs 
of the Hispanics on campus by creating a 
place for us to network with each other. 
We have to educate not only others but 
also ourselves about our culture." 
Richardson said he got more out of the 
club than he ever anticipated. 
"I have had unforgettable experiences, 
good times, and I have made a lot of 
friends," he said. "Initially, I came for a 
place to practice my Spanish, but in the 
process I found a family." 
■aaaaa 
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^^Four Star Pizza 
Ask for a College Special 
20" 4-Star General A 
College Special $9.99 
16" 4-Star Large     A     • ■ 
College Special $6.99 
14" 4-Star Medium 
College Special $5.00 
12" Submarine Sandwiches 




Roast Beef & Cheese 
Steak & Cheese 





All Subs Include: 
Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, 




425 N MAIN ST 
HBG.VA. 22801 
HRS: 11:00A-2:00A SUN-THUR 
11:00A-3:00A FRI-SAT 
Mushrooms & Extra Cheese.. .50 
Bacon & Extra Meat ......1.00 
You could also enjoy 
our 'Wings of Fire' Hot Wings, 
Spaghetti & Meatball Dinner, 
CheeseStixx, Breadstixx, 
and Salads. 
'   i 
IT* 
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lub Latino celebrates heritage, unity 
Students share traditional Hispanic dances, bring guest speaker to campus 
by Chris Carter 
staff writer 
"erengue and Salsa aren't just fun to say— 
they're fun to dance, too. Students had 
their chance to learn when Club Latino 
held a group lesson in the Highlands 
loom last Friday evening. Approximately 
i students attended. Senior Chris Diaz, co-founder of the 
Jub, taught Merengue lessons while freshman Andres 
nenez taught Salsa lessons to the group. 
"I think that it was a success," said Orlando Ruiz, pres- 
ient of the club. "I didn't expect 
i many to come out." 
Sophomore Ana Ramirez, a club 
lember, said, "I think that the peo- 
ple got a lot of exposure to a new 
llture, and it was a good way to 
and understand people's differ- 
a 
Salsa takes a lot of 
skill and a lot of practice 
... [The lessons had 
The lessons also seemed to have mOW tO do With] having 
TrTy^ha^stn ffffi ./ww and getting to know 
\. It made me want to learn more ' * 
especially get better at this **S. 
lancing." 
Freshman Melissa Cruz, Club 
Latino's recruiter, agreed With 
lUchardson's assessment. "It was 
rteresting," she said. "They did their best, and some of 
lem were pretty good. Merengue isn't too difficult to 
am, but Salsa takes a lot of skill and a lot of practice. I 
ras just glad to see everyone having a good time. The 
lance was about having fun and getting to know us." 
Club Latino will hold another dance April 11 from 7 
p.m. to 12 a.m. in the Highlands Room as part of its cele- 
bration of Multicultural Weekend April 11-13. The dance 
will include a fashion show and, of course, Salsa and 
Merengue dances. In addition, Club Latino will demon- 
strate traditional Hispanic dances on the commons from 
noon to 1 p.m. April 11. The Indian-Pakistani Student 
Association will join Club Latino to present traditional 
dances from their own native countries. 
But Club Latino's key contribution to Multicultural 
Weekend will come April 10 at 8 p.m. when Dr. Elizabeth 
Rodriguez-Johnson will discuss multiculturalism and 
———■■"■■— affirmative action in the PC 
Ballroom. According to Ruiz, 
Rodriguez will draw on her own 
experiences growing up as a 
Mexican-American in her speech. 
Rodriguez-Johnson is the 
Hispanic Employment Program 
Manager for the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense, as well as a 
Senior Policy Analyst with the 
Federal Coordinating Council for 
Science, Engineering and Technolgy 
connected with the White House 
Office of Science andTechnology 
Melissa Cruz Policy. She is also the author of the 
Club Latino recruiter book Engineering Test Principles for 
^"^■— Operational Suitability as well as 
some twenty-nine articles for journals in the mathematic 
and scientific fields, according to biographical information 
provided by her office. 
Chris Klimek contributed to this story. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF ELIZABETH RODRIGUEZ-JOHNSON 
Elizabeth Rodriguez-Johnson will speak about 
multicultural issues in the PC Ballroom April 10 at 8 
p.m. Club Latino Is sponsoring her appearance as part 
of Multicultural Weekend, April 10-13. 
Attention 
Student Organizations 
The time to schedule meeting 
rooms, vans, buses, sales 
space, classrooms, and much 
more for 
FALL SEMESTER    1997 
is almost here! 
fed ,. April 9 
., April 11 
Ion., April 14 
Call x3343 at 8:30 a.m. to 
sign up for a time to 
schedule, beginning April 14. 
Appointment times will be 
posted outside the Events & 
Conferences Office (Warren 
Hall 302) 
SCHEDULING BEGINS! 
(Come by the Events & 
Conferences Office at 
appointment time to make 
reservations). 
I* Please make sure the two designated members 
{that will be making all club reservations have 
attended a Nuts and Bolts Workshop prior to 
April 14. 
' look for more info and details in your club boxes. 
Questions??? Call Events & Conferences at 
x6330, Warren Hall 302. 
AXQ AO AIA AIT AT IK III ZTA 
INTERESTED IN RUSH? 
HAVE QUESTIONS? 
COME FIND ALL OF THE 
ANSWERS!! 
WHEN: TODAY, THURSDAY, APRIL 3 AND 
TOMORROW, FRIDAY, APRIL 4, 9AM-4PM 
WHERE: ON THE COMMONS IN FRONT OF 
D-HALL 
WHO: ANYONE WHO IS INTERESTED IN 
FINDING OUT MORE ABOUT NEXT FALL'S 
WOMEN'S RUSH! 
FOR MORE INFO CALL MARY 432-0413 
AXQ AO AIA AIT AT IK III ZTA 
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WORRIED (Ana bow TO peed rbe 
polks pan gmduanon? 
v***^ Delicitesien 
Resenye youn plarreRS bepne ihe 25ih, 
 memwn This ad and ger 10% opfi  
Next to_Rqck&_Sack_ "• 433.-^090 * ABC_0Nj 
Car TVouble? 
Get it fixed at 
T   Automotive   ...   within walking 
n distance from JMU campus. 
Full Automotive Service 
432-0717 




















HURRY TO OLDI MILL TODAY TO 
RESERVE YOUR ROOM! 
SPACES ARE GOING FASSSSSST! 





• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb or interstate to cross. 
• Only four blocks to campus. 
• Energy efficient heat pumps. 
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting. 
• Mini-blinds on all windows. 
• Basketball courts. 
• Paved parking spaces. 
• Pre-wired for telephone. 
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room. 
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments. 
• Well lit parking lot and walkways. 
• Convenient bus service to campus & Valley Mall. 
• Full time management and maintenance. 
• No sliding patio doors. 
432-9502 6Q1 
Call Barbara today and see how easy and affordable off campus housing can 
 (or e-mail Colleen Pendry at cpcbhc @ rica.net) 
be. 
■ ■*— ri  ** "'" —•—— 
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ukes lose lead, fall to Cavaliers, 10-8 
by Mike Kolakoski 
contributing writer 
/ednesday's battle on the 
nond between JMU and the 
Jiversity of Virginia saw the 
Id change as frequently as 
lent temperatures in the 
tnandoah Valley, 
lit was a battle between winter 
_ spring, and in the end, the 




fa. defeat the Dukes for the 
_\ straight time, 12-8. 
[ The Dukes (17-15) jumped out 
[ an early 5-2 lead behind the 
t of junior catcher Corey Hoch 
.1 senior outfielder F.J. Cotter. 
In the first inning, Cotter 
pred Hoch and junior outfield- 
|Greg White on a two-run sin- 
e. In the second inning, Hoch 
t his own two-run single. White 
eased the Dukes' lead to three 
an RBI single to bring in 
tphomore outfielder Kevin 
izler. 
The Cavaliers (22-10) crept 
Ick into the game with a two- 
i home run from junior out- 
der E.J. Anderson, trimming 
lead to one. The lead swung 
ck and forth between the two 
ims until the eighth inning 
|hen UVa. took the lead for the 
al and decisive time with three 
LAURA SOLAR/sCTiior photographer 
Dukes' sophomore inflelder Nate Turner smacks a base hit during 
Thursday's 10-8 loss to the University of Virginia at Long Field. 
UVa. sophomore pitcher 
Javier Lopez knew the impor- 
tance of this game for UVa., "We 
can't lose state games. We're 
making a turn and know that we 
need to win the majority of our 
remaining games," he said. 
The Cavaliers added two runs 
in the ninth inning, making the 
score 12-8 and sealing the defeat 
for JMU. 
Coach Kevin Anderson said, 
"It was anyone's game. It just so 
happens that UVa. got a few 
more hits and runs then us." 
The game saw many lead 
changes and many comebacks 
but Hoch said, "The lead went 
back and forth and then in the 
end we looked down. It really 
eats at us. They're a big rival." 
Anderson juggled the pitch- 
ing line-up for today's game 
because of the injury suffered to 
senior pitching ace Tim Bouch. In 
an effort to fill Bouch's void, the 
Dukes threw seven different 
arms at the Cavaliers in the 
game. 
"With Tim out, a game 
tomorrow and this weekend, we 
went into the game planning to 
pitch six," Anderson said. 
With the loss of one of its top 
pitchers, the coaching staff has 
been forced to share the labor 
amongst its pitching staff, which 
means the younger players will 
have to pick up their roles. 
Action resumes tomorrow as 
the Dukes play host to Coppin 
State College, 3 p.m., at Long 
Field. 
Wednesday's loss followed a suc- 
cessful weekend for the Dukes. Led 
by junior righthander Travis 
Harper's stellar pitching, JMU 
swept a doubleheader at the 
University of North Carolina- 
Wilmington, 7-2,6-5. 
Offensively, JMU was led by 
sophomore KevinRazler. He went 5- 
for-8 from the plate with two RBI. 
Senior RustyLowery also went 2-5. 
MU looks to run over '97 opponents 
rates, Eigel start season on the right foot at Raleigh Invitational 
by Nick Langridge 
contributing writer  
Coming off a strong indoor 
ison, the women's track and 
team looks to have a favor- 
'. road ahead of them. 
I The results of the meet last 
at Raleigh, N.C. set the 
! for a successful outdoor sea- 
i under the leadership of team 
>tain Samantha Bates and 
>homore Bethany Eigel's 
[finishes. 
Raleigh, Bates set a school 
of 9:37 in the 3,000-meter 
e, while Eigel broke the school 
" in the 5,000-meter race by 
ids with a time of 16:28. 
have high expectations for the 
team and see great potential for 
success. 
"We have two of the best dis- 
tance runners in the country and 
a well-balanced team. As long as 
the team stays healthy we should 
accomplish our primary goal of 
getting people to qualify for 
ECACs and scoring big points 
once we're there," Henner said. 
Harris.said, "Early on in the 
season we try to run solid races 
and get out all the kinks so that 
we will be ready to go when it 
comes time for ECACs." 
The outlook appears promis- 
ing for freshmen Shaunah Saint 
Cyr, Marie Abbott and Shontya 
Bready, who also qualified for 
ECACs along with junior stand- 
Bates and Eigel ended with 
t Coast Athletic Conference 
NCAA championship provi- out Zakiya Haley at the Raleigh 
al qualifying times. meet in the 4x100 relay. 
"Honestly, I'm surprised at Haley was selected as a mem- 
time [one minute and 32 sec- 
i better then her time of 18:00 
j into the season]. I've been 
|>rking hard trying to stay 
' it and it finally paid off." 
laid. 
[Head coach Gv. a. Harris arid 
ktance coach P« . ;!ck Henner 
ber of both the All-East indoor 
DMR and a NCAA provisional 
qualifier in 19%. 
Already holding the record 
for the indoor 400-meter, she is 
threatening to break the outdoor 
record ii\ the same event with a 
time of 55.62 seconds. 
Senior Tamarra Stewart, who 
was All-East in the 500-meter last 
season, leads the Dukes' sprinters 
in their attempt to blow by the 
competition. 
Jumpers include pentathlon 
stand-out Karrie Shelton, fresh- 
man long jumper Seun Augustus 
and Allegheny Junior College 
transfer Kari Bonomo, who adds 
needed support in the high jump. 
The Dukes will attempt to 
overcome conference rival 
George Mason this season to cap- 
ture the CAA title. 
In preparation, the track team 
had a rigorous workout through- 
out the indoor season that 
includes weight lifting, pool 
workouts and running exercises. 
"We set goals as a team but 
it's also important in track to set 
individual goal,." Harris said. "If 
we reach the individual goals 
then we will find success as a 
team." 
Bates seems to thrive in her 
role as captain, something she 
describes as "being a role model 
who works hard and gets results 
while allowing teammates to feel 
comfortable coming tuJlfiLwith 
any problems they might have." 
The hard work has certainly 
paid off for the two- time All- 
American , who was also an 
NCAA provisional qualifier for 
the past two seasons. 
Other returning veterans who 
have a lot to offer in the outdoor 
season are sophomore Sara 
Carpenter and juniors Tracey 
Livengood and Sarah Matthes. 
Carpenter and Matthes were 
All-East members in the 3,200- 
meter relay in 1996, while 
Livengood was all-region and 
AU-CAA in 1995 in cross country. 
The team is well balanced in 
that the Dukes are strong in 
almost every event. Without that 
balance, JMU would fall short of 
their team goals. 
The Dukes seem confident 
and they definitely have the 
potential to meet their towering 
goals as long as they stay healthy. 
The next meet for the Dukes is 
this weekend as they prepare for 
the Colonial Relays at the College 
of William & Mary. 
The Dukes look to continue 
on the mastery they started in 
Jgaleigh.  
Driesell signs 




ATLANTA — Lefty Driesell, 
the 10th most winning coach in 
NCAA Division I history, took 
over college basketball's least 
successful program Wednesday 
when he was hired by Georgia 
State. 
Driesell, just 17 victories short 
of 700 for his career, will guide a 
team that has had only three 
winning seasons in its 34-year 
existence. 
"It's a good challenge," 
Driesell said in a telephone 
interview from his hotel room 
Wednesday evening. "It should 
be a lot of fun." 
A news conference was held 
March 27 to iritroduce Driesell as 
the 11th coach in the school's 
history. He replaces Carter 
Wilson, who stepped down after 
going 31-50 in three years. 
"The challenge was to go and 
hire a name coach, somebody 
with a proven record so when 
we announced the hiring, it 
would send out a signal that 
Georgia State was very serious 
about its basketball program," 
Georgia State athletic director 
Orby Moss said. "I think we've 
been very successful in doing 
that His record and his ability to 
build programs at every stop 
along his career has been very 
successful." 
Driesell, whose career record 
is 683-335 in 35 seasons, was 
fired by James Madison on 
March 5, a day after he 
announced that the 1997-98 
season would be his last — 
whether he reached 700 victories 
or not. JMU officials said the 
announcement caught them by 
surprise and they felt like the 
program had deteriorated in the 
past three seasons. 
During that period, Driesell's 
teams went 16-13 twice and 10- 
20 in 1995-96, his first losing 
season since he made his debut 
as a college coach in 1961. 
"I don't want to get into that" 
Driesell said of his departure. 
"But I'm not really looking 
toward retirement, to tell you the 
truth." 
In nine years at JMU, Driesell 
was 159-111, winning the CAA 
regular-season title five times. 
Only once, did the Dukes win 
the conference tournament to 
receive an NCAA bid. 
Georgia State, a 24,000- 
student university in downtown 
Atlanta, is the least successful 
Division I program in the 
country with a 34-season record 
of 252-626 (287). The Panthers 
have had only three winning 
seasons, the last corning h 1991- 
-92. 
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THIS FATAL ACCIDENT WAS CAUSED 
BY TEENAGERS GETTING STONED AND 
GOING TOO FAST. 
Eve-yyeat il>xnands o* young people <V""i CM accidents caused by (fcupand alcohol But now you can 
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The Merrill Lynch Planning Difference 
Your Parents Had: You Have: 
A $3,500 4-door car 
The corner five & dime 
A $350/month 20-page car lease 
The 25-aisIe MegaMart 
A passbook savings account A choice of 6,000 mutual funds 
The American Dream Merrill Lynch 
Things just aren't as simple as they used to be. But there's a difference 
between wishing it were easier to afford your dreams, and starting today on a plan 
to achieve them. With a Merrill Lynch Financial Consultant as your partner, it's 
easy to get going. Together, we'll analyze your financial situation and map out a 
plan for saving for a home, planning for college, building for a comfortable retire- 
ment. 
To get the tools you need to take control of your family's financial future, call 
the Merrill Lynch office below. 
540-434-9791 
Merrill Lynch 
2505 B Evelyn Byrd Avenue 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 • 
The difference is Merrill Lynch. 
Merrill Lynch 
A tradition of trust. 
:. rVnnn IK Small ln.wpnr.iirJ Mrmbrr S1K 
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MU football springs into action with new hopes 
by Scth Burton 
assistant sports editor 
With the weather getting warmer and 
the buds returning to the trees, football is 
not always the first thing on people's 
minds. 
However, the 15 days before April 12, 
JMU head coach Alex Wood and his team 
will be thinking of little else as they pre- 
pare for the upcoming season with their 
annual spring practice. 
"We hope to accomplish at least a first 
team on offense and defense," Wood said 
about the spring workouts. "A starting 
unit at all 22 positions — thaf s what we're 
trying to accomplish. Sometimes that's 
done and sometimes it's not. That's our 
primary objective." 
Coming off last season's disappointing 
7-4 campaign in which they failed to make 
the Division I-AA playoffs after a 6-1 start, 
the Dukes have quite a few question 
marks heading into spring workouts. 
This season, JMU will be without career 
receiving leader Macey Brooks, as well as 
first team All-Yankee Conference tight end 
Ed Perry, bom lost due to graduation. 
The departure of quarterback Willie 
Gonzalez creates a logjam at the position, 
which is something the Dukes are concen- 
trating on during the spring. 
"We've got five quarterbacks," Wood 
said. "We've got to solidify one of those 
guys as our starter and select two others as 
backups." 
Incumbent sophomore Greg Maddox, 
who started six games last season and was 
twice named ECAC rookie of the week, is 
at the front of the depth chart. 
"Maddox has the most experience," 
Wood said. "John DeFUippo is second and 
Benny Griffin third. The other two [recent 
transfers] — we're trying to teach them the 
Women's coaching 
post still vacant; 
Rose heads up 
search committee 
by Steven M. Trout 
sports editor 
The search process of rinding Shelia 
Moorman's replacement as head coach 
of the women's basketball team is contin- 
uing as expected. 
Just like the men's basketball head 
coaching vacancy, the university formed 
a search committee to field candidates. 
Chaired by Executive Vice President 
Linwood Rose, the women's search com- 
mittee has yet to formally interview any 
candidates. 
Additional members of the commit- 
tee include Jane Brookshire, vice presi- 
dent of human relations, Wampler- 
Longacre Foods; Joyce Guthrie, associate 
professor of psychology; Heather 
Mitchell, JMU student; Eileen Nelson, 
professor of psychology; Ray Sonner, 
president, JMU Foundation; Janet Lucas, 
associate athletic director; and Don 
Lemish, athletic director. 
Interviews are tentatively set to begin 
next week. Lemish said. 
Lemish would not comment about 
possible candidates, saying only that he 
and the committee had compiled a pre- 
liminary list of coaches. 
system so they can break into that three 
deep [chart)." 
While the quarterback situation 
remains murky, the Dukes' defensive 
squad is in the process of adjusting to a 
new coordinator and a new system. 
Dennis Fitzgerald, one-time head coach 
at Kent State University, takes over as the 
Dukes' new defensive coordinator. 
Fitzgerald brings an intense defensive 
scheme to JMU, which is a stark change to 
the style the Dukes played in the past. 
"Personally, I trunk that it hurt us in the 
past sitting back in a zone," sophomore 
free safety Tony Booth said. 'It is easier to 
get picked apart by the athletes in the 
Yankee Conference." 
Fitzgerald's coaching style and system 
have been readily accepted by the players. 
"I love it," Booth said. "I'm having a 
ball; with this defense we go out and play. 
We had a scrimmage on Saturday, and I 
felt so free, I was able to just go out and 
make plays." 
The Dukes will be playing more man- 
to-man coverage this year, while trying to 
stay more team-oriented. 
"Instead of everyone trying to be super- 
stars, we're trying to make the plays as a 
team," sophomore defensive end Derrick 
Ball said. "In the past we've been trying to 
get up field trying to make plays, now we 
have a more schematic defense," Ball said. 
Even with the changes, Wood is opti- 
mistic about the Dukes' defense, which 
was suspect at times last season. 
"I think our linebacking corps on 
defense is going to be one of our 
strengths," Wood said, "as well as our sec- 
ondary with Mike Masella. We have some 
veteran defensive ends. Derrick Ball and 
John Dean 1 think will also be strong." 
Wood is a bit hesitant about the defen- 
sive tackle position, especially with the 
absence of starter James Roberson, who 
has yet to play this spring due to injury. 
* "I believe the defensive tackle position 
will be an area of concern," Wood said. 
Wood is also concerned about the lack 
of leadership on the offensive side of ball, 
especially with the loss of high-impact 
seniors Brooks, Perry and Gonzalez. 
"Offensively, I'm really not sure [who 
our leaders arej," Wood said. "Most of our 
leaders right now will be at tine defensive 
position, and well team and see who our 
leaders are offensively." 
The Dukes expect junior linebacker 
Doug Bigelow to shoulder some of the 
leadership role, as well as Dean and 
sophomore comer back Tony Booth. 
When spring practice concludes with 
the purple-gold game April 12, Wood 
hopes to have a better gauge of his team. 
"We've got a young team and towards 
the end of spring we'll have a better idea 
of what our level of confidence will be ," 
he said. 
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JMU offensive IIne coach Ron Prince demonstrate* proper technique to sophomore 
center Cory Clark while sophomore tackle Kevin ReWiart (right) watches intently 
during Tuesday afternoon's practice. The Dukes spring practice runs until April 12. 
A world of firings and Wrings 
'This point in time marks the beginning of a crucial era in JMU athletics' 
So, this — as they say — is the calm 
after the storm. 
Two weeks have passed since the 
tremors rocked the men's and women's 
basketball teams, and things appear to be 
calming down. 
It all started March 5 when Lefty 
Driesell received a call on his car phone. 
The voice on the other end informed our 
coach of 10 years that his services were no 
longer needed. His 683 wins didn't seem 
to cut it. His .588 winning percentage 
simply wasn't enough. The possible 
national exposure of a coach with 700 
wins just didn't seem appealing to our 
administration. 
All that would certainly suffice for 
other universities, but for some reason 
it wasn't enough for JMU. 
With all this hype over the men's 
squad, the women's team must have felt 
left out. Twelve days after Lefty's firing, a 
group of players from the women's squad 
marched in to Athletic Director Don 
Lemish's office demanding the removal of • 
head coach Shelia Moorman. 
Again, I guess her 302 wins weren't sat- 
isfying. Perhaps her .693 winning percent- 
age was too good. No, I got it. Maybe it 
was the fact Moorman was the winningest 
coach in the history of JMU women's bas- 
ketball. 
Regardless, this point in time marks the 
beginning of a crucial era in JMU athletics. 
Basketball is the lion of the athletic jungle. 
If athletics is the window through which 
outsiders view our university, then basket- 
ball represents the biggest, most transpar- 
ent pane. 
Right now, however, our basketball 
program is not too sturdy — we could use 
a little Windex. The men's team faces a lit- 
tle uncertainty with Sherman Dillard in 
hand. No one, really knows what to expect 
Hook, Line & Sinker 
— Steven M. Trout 
from a new coach. It's an exciting time, 
but at the same instant, you feel a bit 
apprehensive. The squad will have four 
returning starters next season and a rookie 
coach. A substandard rebuilding year 
could cause the program some serious 
damage. The pressure lies completely on 
Dillard. 
Can Dillard take the Dukes to that 
higher level? 
Ironically, Driesell arrived at JMU with 
the same expectations. He, too, had a suc- 
cessful resume but couldn't get the Dukes 
over that proverbial hump. After winning 
I the CAA regular-season title five times, 
only once did Driesell lead the Dukes to 
victory in the CAA tournament. 
Perhaps a better question is: Can 
Dillard take the Dukes further than Lefty? 
The women's team, on the other hand, 
is in complete limbo. They have no coach 
whatsoever. They are waiting for the same 
administration that fired Lefty to hire their 
replacement coach. Maybe we should give 
that job to the players. It seems they had 
enough power to get rid of Moorman. 
As the search for a new coach 
continues, the players seem to be doing 
fine on their own. They started condi- 
tioning March 26 and seem ready to 
accept their new coach with open 
arms. 
Then again, the new coach might 
not be too accepting of the vacancy. 
Simply consider the shoes he/she must fill. 
Shelia Moorman — a mainstay of JMU 
basketball since 1982 — was not an ordi- 
nary coach. Her statistics speak for them- 
selves, but apparently the players saw a 
side that others didn't see. 
The University of North Carolina has 
Dean Smith. Old Dominion University has 
Wendy Larry. We have Sherman Dillard 
and a coach to be named later. Of course 
we're not the Tar Heels, nor do we have a 
program like the Lady Monarchs, but if we 
were ever planning to build such a pro- 
gram, now is the time. 
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dim amid a nan you? 
JLet us make you over for 
that special event!', 
~9niernationnUuJrained stylists 
~ GGe /nlW ais am/ s£^es 
J^erms and coloring 
IlLankiires and pedicures 
*"duropean facials 










Student Exchange Employment Programs 
Campus Presentation: 
Spiak»rs from lon4on S DUWK 
Thur. April 10, 4:30pm 
321 Taylor Hall 
Disploy/lnfo Teele 
10:OOam — 3:30pm 
University Center Lobby 
Wat e«nl fcr- Won «4 Cm fmtsa 
M (757) Ml-3240 
J^UNAC   WUi*&i& (Council 
CAFFBAE «£E DIET COKE, DIET COKE, SPRITE OR 
Coca Cola 
Classic 
12-Pack 12-oz. Cans 
2/r 
JJjy    Two12-packs 
~ ~v   .**'      per customer at 
this price please 





Assorted Varieties, Canned 4B4*>a* 
Chef Boyardee  Jflft 
Pasta. v**%Bw 
First Of The Season, Red Ripe 
California 
Strawberries. » 
■First Of The Season' 
Yellow 
Corn „   
19 
Regular, Thick or Low-Salt 
Oscar Mayer 
Sliced Bacon  »% 
« s 
Assorted Varieties Buy One 
Natural Grains  MOM 











tr-ms & Prices ccod Throuah £nr-l 5 
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Kroger, the World's Largest 
Florist, can now send flowers 
anywhere In the world 
Call: 1-800-KROGERS 
(Roanoke, Va.) or ask at any 
Kroger Customer SerykeDeak,;   :  ;/ i0 , 
Men's swimming- 
senior Ryan Frost leads team at championships 
the JMU dynasty continues 
by Melanie Manness 
staff writer 
Once again, the JMU men's swimming 
and diving team ended the season with big 
victories in the CAA and Eastern 
Collegiate Athletic Conference swim 
meets. At the CAA championship in 
Charlotte, N.C., the men won their sixth 
consecutive title. One week later, the team 
finished first out of 43 schools to win the 
ECAC crown for the fourth time in five 
years. 
"The six titles span three coaches and a 
number of athletes," head coach Brooks 
Teal said of the Dukes' longstanding suc- 
cess. "I think that such consistent success 
is a real tribute to the quality of JMU 
swimming." 
It appears as if the team is just getting 
better with age. At the recent CAA cham- 
pionship, the men set a new meet record 
in team scoring with 832 points. 
"This year's success has been a true 
team victory," Teal said. "The thing that 
makes this team outstanding is its depth." 
The swimmers use "Duke Dog Pride" 
as their mantra in the pool. While swim- 
ming is an individual sport, the swimmers 
feel like they are swimming as a team. 
"The good thing about our team is that 
we work well together/'sophomore Adam 
Prem said. "Someone is always there to 
pick up the slack." 
Senior Swimmer Ryan Frost is the 
Michael Jordan of JMU swimming. Over 
the past four years, Frost has been a consis- 
tent winner for the Dukes. As a freshman, 
Frost was the CAA Rookie of the year. 
This year, Frost was the Outstanding Meet 
Performer at the CAA Swim and Dive 
Championships. He owns the 100-meter 
breast stroke title with four wins in four 
years at the CAA championships. 
"Every year, I'm definitely fighting for 
it," Frost said. "It never came easy. You 
never know what can happen at a meet." 
Teal said, "Frost is a big meet swimmer. 
When the stakes are highest, he's able to 
rise to another level." 
Frost was the lone JMU swimmer to 
qualify for the NCAA Championships in 
Minneapolis, Minn. He competed in the 
100 and 200-meter breaststroke. Frost also 
swam a personal best in the morning pre- 
liminaries but narrowly missed a spot in 
the top 16 final for the meet. 
Next year, the Dukes will be swimming 
without seniors Bob Bianchi, Ryan Frost, 
Brian Manning, Brenna Sweeney and 
Aaron Wellman. 
According to Teal, the seniors were 
instrumental not only in the physical, but 
mental development of the team. 
"The seniors are a fantastic group of 
young men." Tetal said. "They were the 
heart and soul of this year's team. It will be 
a challenge to see if we can succeed with- 
out the seniors. I'm confident we can meet 
that challenge." 
Despite the loss of the seniors, the 
future looks bright for the remaining JMU 
swimmers. Several underclassmen 
stepped up for the Dukes at the CAA 
championships. Sophomore swimmers 
Paul Oehling and Adam Prem provided 
big victories for the Dukes at the final 
CAA meet. Oehling won the 500-meter 
freestyle title. Prem nabbed the 50-meter- 
freestyle crown. 
KYLE BUSS I senior photographer 
Senior captain Ryan Frost slices through the pool during the 100-yard breaststroke, 
an event in which Frost holds the JMU record as well as four CAA championships. 
"I have been training real hard all 
year," Oehling said. "I knew it was impor- 
tant for the sophomores to step up." 
Due to NCAA regulations, the new 
recruiting class will not be determined 
until a later date. Teal sounded promising 
in saying, "Recruiting is going well. I'm |n 
touch with some strong prospects." 
Prem said, "Our number one goal for 
next year is to repeat. We inherited a 
dynasty here, and we don't want to lose 
it." 
The dynasty appears to have a bright 
future with strong swimmers in each of 
the classes and a promising recruiting class 
coming in the fall. 
LACROSSE MEN'S TENNIS      WOMEN'S TENNIS 
Dukes get by ODU, 
crushTowson State 
Senior attack Shelley Klaes scored in 
overtime to give the fourth-ranked Dukes 
a 9-8 come-from-behind victory over No. 9 
Old Dominion University Sunday. 
The Monarchs took the lead from the 
start and did not trail until the final 
minute. 
Klaes tallied two assists in the JMU 
comeback and recorded her career record 
62nd assist at the 11:15 mark when she set 
up freshman Julie Martinez for a goal. 
The Dukes outshot ODU 47-25. 
However, they waited until the final 26 
seconds before taking their first lead, 8-7. 
JMU improved to 7-1 with the win. 
The Dukes went into the ODU game rid- 
ing the momentum of a 13-9 defeat of 
Towson State University. 
Klaes scored three goals and two 
assists for JMU, while sophomore Megan 
Riley also found the back of the net three 
times. 
Klaes is the team leader in goals and 
assists with 24 and 15, respectively. 
Martinez is close behind, tallying 20 goals. 
The Dukes next.iace^tpp-ranked 
University of Maryland on Saturday: ■ 
Dukes destroy Mason 6-1, 
sneak past ECU, 4-3 
The men's tennis team improved its 
record to 9-7 last weekend with victories 
over George Mason University and East 
Carolina University. 
The Dukes swept every match against 
the Patriots, starting with No. one seed 
Cullen de Windt defeating Jonas 
Furucrona 6-2,6-2. 
The Dukes won all three doubles 
matches played in the afternoon, the high- 
light being de Windt and Brian Nelson's 8- 
1 dismantling of GMU pair Simon Targett 
and Jay Gilliland. 
Against East Carolina, the Dukes had a 
bit of a harder time, de Windt once again 
started the Dukes off with a win, but ECU 
stormed back, as JMU's Brian Nelson and 
John Bartlett were both defeated. 
FOOTBALL 
Cawley released by Lions 
Former JMU quarterback Mike Cawley, 
a 1995 graduate, was released by the 
Detroit Lions. The Lions were Cawley's 
ihird Wftoteam. Gawl€ 
Women down George 
Washington, 6-3 
The women's tennis team defeated the 
Colonials 6-3 March 28 at JMU. The win 
upped the Dukes record to 7-3. 
The Dukes will be in action tomorrow 
at Old Dominion University. 
Tory Schroeder defeated Helen 
Andrews 6-1, 7-6. JMU lost the first dou- 
bles match but came back and won the 
next two. 
Jaime Marlowe and Chrissy Travlos 
defeated Sarine Weingarten and Aarthi 




at Raleigh Relays 
The JMU men's track team qualified for 
runners and a relay team for Intercollegiate 
Association of Amateur Athletes of 
America Championships. (IC4A) 
On the women's side, senior Samantha 
Bates and sophomore Bethany Eigel both 
set school records and met the NCAA 
Bates qualified in the 3,000 meter run, 
with a time of 9 minutes, 37 seconds. 
Eigel qualified in the 5,000-meter run, 
while finishing fourth in the field. Her time 
of 16:28 shattered the former JMU record 
by almost a minute. 
For the men, juniors Pat Anderson and 
Jason Alexander qualified in the 5,000- 
meters while senior Chris Allport qualified 
in the 10,000 meters. 
Junior Ken Winger qualified in the 
triple jump with a leap of 47-4 1II. 
MEN'S SWIMMING 
Ryan Frost completes JMU 
swimming career 
JMU senior Ryan Frost drew his illustri- 
ous career to a close March 27-29 at the 
NCAA Championships in Indianapolis, 
Ind. 
Frost finished 25th in the 100-yard 
breaststroke and came in 27th in the 200- 
yard breaststroke. 
Frost's time at the NCAA's was 55.84 in 
the 100-yard breaststroke, .55 of a second 
slower then his JMU record time. 
Frost was honored as the Outstanding 
Meet Performer during the recent 1997 
CAA Championships. Frost completes his 
ra^ee^tbse^mindmd^ialjitl^ 
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If you are deadline oriented. 
responsible, and have good 
writing skills, you may be 
who we are looking for! 
Call The Breeae at x6699 
and ask for Rob, Courtney 
or And! 
433-0606 
PIZZA COMBS WITH RANCH 
DIPPING SAUCE 
COLLEGE PARK IS OH THE TEH SPOT! 
OPEN HOUSE 
APRIL 10,1997 4:00-7:00 P.M. 
1235 F DEVON LANE (look for the tent!) 
TOP TEN REASONS FOR LIVING AT 
COLLEGE PARK-ASHBY CROSSING, L.L.C 
10. College Park is for COLLEGE 
STUDENTS! 
9. If your roommate is still on the phone 
use one of the other four telephone 
8. Jacuzzi your stress away steps away 
Trom your door! 
7. Meet with friends at the clubhouse 
while you pump iron! 
6. Gopjl chance of .seeing your neighbor 
m his or her swimsuit! 
To toe Continued • • • 
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HE-/, '*M GoitfGTO7tf£6yw«, 
Do YOU U/ANNA COME? 
N/O.   5lNCE WHEW  HAVE YOU 
6EEW GoiHG To WE GVAI? 
SlNCE   I   D'SCOy/ERED A 
—~mf\ 
/■ 
Assume Nothing \Amie Regan 
Somewhere Out There \Seth Thompson 
fCUEWihJG SNUFF \bn DE W ? ? () 
YEAH? IQun'WiNfe- Bui T 
STILL WANTED THAI NICOTINE 
HIGH YOUGET F^lc^cco. 
wart 
v 
SoT SWITCHED TO SCME-THIW&SAF T 
BeCALBE LAST V^SK SOI* TOBACCO Ca*ma 
ADKITT E DTHJA CiGAREna CALK LUNG 
CANCER, A^JD ARE ADDICTIVE / 
VHATABOUTIT? 5uRE,lTMAYfkftN(' 
fin Noeopf HAS ADMITTEDIT DOES' 
/DIDYOUEATR^ 
CHIPS A«b A KID OR 
VpcvAETHlhJG?f 
WHO  KWfW? 
Here On Planet Earth VS'co/t Trobaugh 
E ?A TfcJbOciHG AW 
ANIMAL <5ID*Y L£/A/S 
"g^bftguF F«si)R(AJeS— 
-ffo^NG*TH€>A VTrKY' SU*W 
IM \^fip6KEAlT (/JAYS' So 
IHffr TH^Y Aa-cjijr 
A sceNe: 
77^ 
Dregg Marco in Space\Seth Friedman 
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Crossword Puzzle 
ACROSS 
1 Saw* 37 Aware of 66 Carolina river 92 Concerning 
4 Up 38 Bowling term 67 — Pradesh, India 94 Locale for shy 
8 Harmful 40 Locale for home 66 Highway strip persons? 
12 Ill-tampered one beautifiers? 69 IA county 101 Newspaper 
16 Rainbow goddess 44 Craze 70 Turkish generals section, briefly 
16 First name in 47 Tijuana treat 71 Wipe the slate 102 "I cannot — He" 
cosmetics 48 Troglodyte dean 103 External 
20 — baH (old bullet) 49 — bien 73 Herd of whales 104 Territory 
22 Lagomorph 50 Impetus 76 Litter incoherently 106 Some savings 
23 Kind of antenna 51 Wapiti 77 Winglike sects 
24 Heaths 52 Muse of poetry 78 Farm measures 107 "Love Story- 
J5 Thin-shelled nut 54 Auxiliary airfoil 80 A Gardner author 
26 Assistant 55 Rough 81 Stab 106 Hail 
27 Locale for flight 56 Poor housing area 82 Locale for dieters? 109 Tessera 
attendants? 57 Seaport in Israel: 86 AZcity 110 Printing direction 
31 Motorbike kin var. 87 Cereal grass 111 Moist and chilly 
32 Neighbor of Air 59 Los —, NM 88 Gallic 112 Stupid ones, in 
33 Eroded 60 Locale for Mozart 89 Sill of a window England 
34 Apathy enthusiasts? 91 Gene info carrier 113 Bagel filling 
DOWN 
' 
1 Declare openly 28 Period of 53 Rustic 77 Ornamental 
2 Melody prosperity 54 Disparage bands 
3 Phonograph 29 Teaching 55 Someone very 78 Turkish city 
record assistant much like another 79 Long list 
4 Type of player 30 Al — (attentive) 56 Maugham's 80 Highest mountain 
5 Unanimously 34 London gallery Thompson 82 Very long time 
6 Bore 35 Nuncupative 57 Newts 83 CT city 
7 Oppressed one 36 Vibrate 58 "— Yankee 84 Endeavors 
6 Butterfly or moth 37 Wine: pref. Doodle...- 85 Lined up 
9 Opinion 38 Some cloud forms 59 Woe is me! 86 Knobbed 
10 Quechua 39 Spenser or 60 To pieces 89 Debt 
11 Ananias Spencer 61 Type of chest 90 Complete 
12 Virtuous 41 Blaze 62 Obese 92 In spite of 
13 Worker's 42 Period 63 Wrinkled 93 Smooth 
reward 43 Cartographer's 64 Hokkaido seaport 94 Waterless 
14 Shakespearean volume 65 Disagree sharply 95 Oboe. e.g. 
forest 44 Rijeka, once 70 Cockeyed 96 Russian saint 
15 Hymenoptera 45 Fire 71 Libido 97 Tartlike pastry 
17 Beatty/Christie 46 Attire 72 Ring figure 98 Attract 
film 50 Showing to good 73 Smile 99 Render turbid 
19 Perfume effect 74 Novelet Waugh 100 Missile site 
21 Makes beloved 52 Mr. Gantry 75 Interlock 105 Law 
iiunuu aaaa aaaaa DDDD 
rjHLiuu rjLiuu uurjQD anaai 
\aauaaa aaaaa auaa □□□ 
Duiiu    aauu     aaaaa nan 
luiii-juwuni-]   iiiuiiiuu  niiuuu 
uauu uaoau aaaa 
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FOR RENT 
May/Summer anklet — The 
Common*. 3BR. M/F. Call 433 
9960.  
University Place — S or 4 BR apt 
Furnished or unfurnished. Apple 
Reel Estate Inc. (540) 4334576. 
Townhouse — Four Bits, 2 1/2 
baths, swimming pool, tennis. 
Madison Manor. Call 434-3790. 
University Place — 3BR. 2 baths, 
completely furnished, kitchen 
applicances, full size washer, 
dryer. $225 share bath, $245 
private bath. Individual leases 
6/1/97 or 8/1/97. no pets, 
roommate placement. 1-yr lease. 
4333822.     
1 BR available — Next year In 
duplex, furnished. $225/mo. 434- 
0877. 
Seeking — Noa-emoklng female 
roommate. College Station. Fall 
•97. Call 434-1880. 
Sublet   —   Aehby   Crossing. 
Summer. $150/mo + utilities, 
furnished. Call Bridget. 4340877. 
Three female roommates seek 
fourth to share apartment at 
Commons for "97-"98 semesters. 
Call 4343843. 
Summer Rentals Available — 
Contact Uz Heavner, International 
Students Office, 5683119. 
Condo for rental — For JMU 
graduation. Sleeps 6. (301) 299- 
4849. 
3 BR, 3 level townhouee — W/D. 
all appliances. $600/mo. in nice 
neighborhood, close to campus. 
433-7179. 
Summer sublet — 1BR ant. in 
Gingerbread House, one block 
from campus. Great for singles or 
couples. Call Morgen, 434-4610. 
Summer sublet — Aohky Crossing. 
Call Dena or Stacey. 564-2816. 
Summer sublease — $125/mo. 
Harrison St. Available sooner. Call 
Adam, 434-0877. 
Summer sublet — May-July 31. 
Okie Mill. Elizabeth, 434-1147. 
House — 5BR. Fireplace, 3 baths, 
basement, two blocks/JMU. 433 
2126. 
Summer sublet — May-August. 
University Place, furnished. Call 
568-1827. 
Summer auklease — Large RM 
with secret passage. One minute 
from campus. Available June- 
August. Call Bill. 434-4297. 
Two BR apt. — Available for 
summer sublet, one block from 
campus, has celling fans. W/D. 
water Included in rent. 4333610. 
Fall '97 sublet — In Ashby 
Crossing. Call Jenn at x5119. 
Summer sublease available — 
South View apt. Bathroom, daily 
buses, W/D, MW, DW. Call 434- 
0413. 
Cheap sublet — 3BR available 
thru mid-August. Rent negotiable. 
Call Todd, 574-2132. 
Beat tk* rental rush! Now 
accepting applications for August 
'97 Kelster school area. 3BR 
townhouse. $695/mo. Call for 
details. (540)574-0018. leave 
message. 
Sublet U-Place — $200/obo. 
Available May-August. Call Tara. 
574-2935. 
Summer sublet — 1BR in large 
4BR house. 2 full baths. W/D. etc. 
Also, 1BR apt., very nice, right 
downtown, bath. May thru mid- 
August. Questions? Call Jamie. 
433-7459. 
Furnished BR close to JMU — 
Kitchen, laundry, cab|ei pcok 
f 2?e"i ye" >•»••• »325/rent. 





Need a place to live next year? 
Cant find the right roommate? 
Hunter's Ridge has a place for 
you! Call Joe or Patty at 434- 
5150 or atop by the Hunter's 
RMgo office. 
University Place - 4BR apt. 
available for the 1997 '98 
school year! $215/person/mo., 
Includes water, sewer A trash 
removal. Call Kate at 
Funkhouaer & Associates, 43*- 
51801 
4BR townhouse - Hunter's 
Ridge. Available for next year. 
Can Patty. 
House with 4BRs, 2 full baths. 
large kitchen, all appliances, on 
acre tot. Old Furnace Rd. 
$l,000/mo. Cat Ginger. 
2.3 or 4 BR apts. and 
townhouse* available for next 
year. Rent ranges from $525 to 
$1.000/mo. Cad Ginger. 
3BR apt. available for next year. 
Heat, water, sewer Included in 





Sublet — Available June/July. The 
Commons. Call Kristin. 434-1271. 
Student rental — 1211 Madison 
Manor. 4BRs, 2 1/2 baths, W/D. 
$725 • 3 students. Call 434-9922. 
5BR townhouse — Furnished, 
walking distance, $190$230/mo.; 
1 year lease (8/973/98); W/D; 
(703)450-5008. 
Summer sublet — U. Place, 1BR 
available, ell girls, close to 
campus, $175/negotiable. May, 
June, July. Will sublet single 
months. 5743123. 
Summer sublease — May, June, 
July. The Commons, $150/mo.. 
2BR available. Ask for Sharon, 
564-2890. 
Summer sublets — In Ashby 
Crossing, furnished, close to 
campus, price negotiable. Call 
Heather Rauschenberg, 4333517. 
New 1BR apt. — All appliances. 
July 1, no pets, $375. 4331569. 
Large 1BR apt. — Great location. 
July 1, no pets, $315. 4331569. 
Room In 4BR apt. — Males, $240, 
all utilities. August 1. 4331569. 
Summer sublet — Commons, rent 
negotiable. Call Matt, 434-3986. 
3BR townhouse for rent — S. 
Liberty, 3 blocks from campus. 
Contact Tracy at 574-2593. 
Madison Square — Furnished 3BR, 
2 1/2 bath, individual yearly lease. 
5633206/434-3397. 
Two roommates to share duplex 
near JMU. Call 434-3608. 
Faculty seeks quiet room in 
Harrisonburg for next year. David, 
4343959. 
Subleaec May thru July - 1RM, 
$205/mo. Call Sylvia. 574-3456. 
Excellent Hunters RMg* 
townhouse — Need two females. 
Available August. <540>43313W 
Subleaael June. Huntera Rldga 
townhouse. Best offer. Call Sam, 
5743096. 
FOR SALE 
Great   Prices,   New  Hondas. 
Harrisonburg Honda on the Net - 
HTTP://Home.rica.net/chuckwll 
liams 
A fun place to shop! Gift * Thrift, 
227 N. Main St 
Mualc Fostex 4-track $500. 
Mackie 12 channel mixer $300. 
Kentucky Mandolin $150. Fender 
Squire Bass $200. Call Bruce. 
434-1520. 
HOUSE, new auk, quiet, 
brick/vinyl, 3bd. 3bth, fam rm. liv 
rm, storage galore, double garage, 
nice features, asking $135,000. 
432-9537. 
Homebrewlng Kits — Matt, Hops, 
Literature, Kegglng systems. 52 
East Market. 4323799. 
Seized    Cars     from     S175. 
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys, 
BMWs, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 
4WDs. Your Area. Toll Free 13CO- 
2139000 Ext. A3727 for current 
listings. 
Gov't foreclosed homes from 
pennies on $1. Delinquent tax, 
repos, REOs. Your area. Toll free, 
(800)218-9000 ext. H-3727 for 
current listings. 
Wood paneled IKEA wardrobe — 
For sale, 2'x2'x6', $30, great 
condition. Call Mami. 4338610. 
Used kegerator with Bud tep — 
Call 8280055. make offer. 
Ready to ride? 1981 GS 1100 
Suzuki. $2.000/obo. 5743531. 
Moving sate! Futon, sleeper sofa, 
coffee table, end-tables, 
entertainment center, leather 
chair. Good condition, reasonable 
prices. 4337179. 
Yamaha CP70 electric grand 
piano. Ensoniz VFX-SD digital 
synthesizer with onboard 
sequencer, both excellent 
condition, asking $999 each. Jon. 
4333489. 
1990 Ford Festlva — Excellent 
condition, automatic, $2,750/obo. 
Jon, 4333489. 
HELP WANTED 
The Bneze suggests you contact 
the Better Business Bureau on 
ads placed by business firms at 
(800)533-5501. 
Companion, chauffeur, big sister, 
referee, comforter & tutor for school 
age sisters summer and/or the 
1997-'98 academic year. Hours in 
the summer can be flexible, ideally 
in the afternoon; during the school 
year 35 p.m. Call x3455 or 433 
8732 for more info, and an 
application. Pay would be $7/hr. 
Sl.OOOs POSSIBLE READING 
BOOKS. Part Time. At Home. Toll 




Provide technical assistance to 
students in the Netplus program. 
Work approx. 10 hrs/wk. Pay will 
be $240/mo. Required to 
purchase a Netplus connection & 
live on-campus. Have strong 
desktop computer skills & display 
a professional customer service 
attitude. Prior experience with 
TCP/IP & Internet related 
applications is desired. Fill out a 
state employment application 
available Irom Hillcrest & send it 
to Nancy Cauer, Technical 
Services, Frye building 201. 
Closing date is 5 p.m. on April 8. 
Further information can be 
obtained from homepage. 
www.JnHj.edu/netplus 








$1,000* POSSIBLE TYPING. Part 
Time. At Home. Toll Free 1300 
2139000 Ext T-3727 for listings. 
$1,500 weekly potential mailing 
our circulars. For Info call 
(301)429-1326. 
CRUISE A LAND TOUR 
EMPLOYMENT — Discover how to 
work in exotic locations, meet fun 
people, while earning up to 
$2,000/mo. in these exciting 
industries. Cruise Information 
Services: 206-971-3554 
EM.C53251. 
Summer Employment — Need 
dependable energetic people for 
packing and loading household 
goods. Long hours, will train. 
Pullen Moving Company, 15461 
Farm Creek Dr., Woodbridge, VA 
(703) 4943100. 
Enthusiastic, outgoing, good 
driving record. Able to lift 75 lbs. 
To work at Canoe Outfitters, full- 
part time. Call (540)7434159. 
VA Family seeks energetic, caring 
person who loves kids, likes travel 
and outdoors. Great Pay! Call Gail: 
(800)691-1669. 
•1 Ranked Fundraiser Your group, 
club, Frat./Sor. can raise up to 
$200 . . . $500 . .. $1,000 in one 
week. Minimal hrs/effort required. 
Call 800-9235548, Access Code 
22. Participants receive FREE 
Sport Camera Just for calling. 
Modal Search — Need experienced 
or inexperienced male/female 
models for 1998 calendar. Call for 
Info. Alice, 434-5943. 
Free T-shirt * $1,0001 Credit card 
fundraisers for fraternities, 
sororities & groups. Any campus 
organization can raise up to 
$1,000 by earning a whopping 
$5/VISA application. Call 
(800)9323528 ext.65. Qualified 
callers receive free t-shirt! 
Earn great money & valuable 
sales/marketing experience. 
Memolink's Memoboards are 
coming to JMUI We need one 
highly motivated individual to direct 
our sales project. Contact David at 
(800)5633654 for more info. 
Eastern Europe employment — 
Teach basic conversational English 
in Prague, Budapest or Krakow. 
Our materials uncover many 
rewarding teaching opportunities 
with great benefits. For info: 
(206)971-3684 ext.K53251. (We 
are a research & publishing 
company). 
Live A work on the Outer Banks — 
Room & board in our home this 
summer in exchange for childcare 
of our 4 & 2 year old boys. Ample 
free time for 2nd job A time to 
enjoy the beach! Call Tim/Lisa. 
(919)255-0423. References & 
personal interview required. 
If you're not phone shy A have an 
enthusiastic outlook on life, our 
office has 5 openings for 
individuals just like you. We offer 
paid training. Serious inquiries 
only! Call 5643095 after 5p.m. & 
ask for Chad. 
Real experienced horse person to 
groom, etc. & exercise show 
horses. Call 2343101, Oak Manor 
Farms. 
Honor Council Secretary 
Position available for 1997*98 
academic year. 20 hrs/wk. Duties 
include typing correspondences, 
communicating with faculty & 
making appointments. Experience 
with Windows '95 a plus. 
Applications are available in the 
Honor Council Office, Taylor Hall 
228. Qualified students are 
to apply. Deadline is 
tNikkiat 
esflo'ns. 
Technical/Database Specialist - 
Career Services seeks student to 
supervise OCS computer lab, 
manage web page, develop self- 
help handouts & assist in 
producing the annual Follow Up 
survey. Available for 1997-98 
academic year, 9 hrs/wk at $6/hr. 
for 28 weeks. Full position 
description & Va. State application 
available at Student Employment, 
410 Warren Hall. Contact: Barbara 
Daniel, Career Services. 206 
Sonner Hall. 568-6555. 
APPLICATION DEADLINE: Noon, 
Friday, April 11. 
JMU BOOKSTORE 
APPLY NOW!!! 
Now Hiring for Fall Bookrush. 
State Application A completed 
Fall Schedule required. 
Apply In person by April 231 
Help wanted  —  Earn  up to 
$500/week assembling products 
at home. No experience. Info. 
(504)6431700 Dept. VA-4806. 
Attention JMU service groups, 
fraternities, sororities! Earn great 
pay for few hours in the sun as 
flyer distributor! Call toll-free, 
(888)8430469. immediately! 
Work at home — Earn that extra 
income you always wanted. 
Growing company needs help. No 




For more Information and, 
assistance regarding the 
investigation of financing 
business opportunities A work-at- 
home opportunities, contact the 
Better Business Bureau Inc., 
at (1300-533-5501). 
$7 per hour plus $150/mo. 
housing allowance. Largest rental 
service on the Outer Banks of 
North Carolina (Nags Head). Call 
Dona for application and housing 
info at (800)662-2122. 
Rocktown Entertainment Systems 
— Music and lights for parties, 
formals. 4330103. 
Rock climbing classes at Every 
Body's Gym. Get ready for spring 
season. 574-2496* Instructor: Neil 
Curtis. 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! 
Grants, scholarships available 
from sponsors! No repayments, 
ever! $$$ Cash for College $$$. 
For info: (800)2432435. 
19 cents a minute phone card - 
from any phone. Includes Alaska 
A Hawaii! Calls billed to your 
credit card. $1 for SAM with 
name A address to: 
Wine A Associates 
1790-10 E. Market St., Sulte293 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Skydlvel Freefall at Skydive 
Orange! It's a blast! (540)942- 
3871. 
Great party muslcl Professional 
DJs. National DJ Connection. Call 
4330360. 
SM, play goK or travel? Know 
someone who does? Travel vision 
membership saves you 50% on 
hotels. Discounts on lift tickets. 
free Kodak Him, 20% off dining, 
discount condos, up to 50% off 
greensfoes. $24.95 with 
name A address to: 
Wine A Associates 
1790-10 E. Market St., Sufte293 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
(Please allow 3 weeks) 
Government jobs — Now hiring all 
levels. For information call now, 
(800)315-9319 ext.1303. 
Recorded message 24 hrs. 
i — An insiders 
guide to finding & obtaining grant 
money. For recorded message call 
now. (800)3139319 ext. 1403. 
' Ten* papa* — '(&seUeti/lrrtem<rt 
nssrhn done for $10. Tnsh, 433 
6286. 
WANTED 
Wanted- Cars for parts! 867-5871 
Donate your vehicle to the Charity 
Foundation. Tax deductible! Charity 
Foundation. Inc.. (540)4323653. 
A loving couple wishes to adopt 
baby into nurturing & happy home. 
Will comply with all adoption laws. 
Call Karen & Guy, (800)484-7542 
(security code 1679). 
ADOPTION: 
Loving couple wishes to 
adopt an Infant. Willing to 
comply with all adoption 
laws.  Call collect 
Mlka and Denis* at 
(703)719-9842. 
PERSONALS 
Melrose Parties, Formals, since 
1985, we play the hits! 4330360. 
Have a happy, happy,  happy 
Founder's Day Pi Sigma Epsilon. 
ADOPTION 
Young childless couple wishes to 
adopt infant to love & nurture. 
Husband is a teacher, wife is a 
children's writer. Donna & Tom, 
(800)484-4971 (security code 
5155) or (703)8133611. 
Alpha Chi Omega is holding a 
charity golf tournament on April 
19. Sign up with Jenny at 568 
5938. 
A* - Thanks III, AKL, A IX for 
the awesome post St. Patrick's 
' Day bash! 
Need a church — Looking for a 
spirit filled church? A young 
growing church. Miracles, healings, 
deliverances, salvations in 
services. Musicians needed. 
Sunday, 10:30 a.m.. 6 p.m.. 
Divine Love Fellowship. 60 West 
Market St., Harrisonburg. Need 
ride? 4332386. 
CARE 
Campus Assault Response 
hslptine 
For students by students 
XS411 
Thursday noon to Monday noon 
•Will operate a* week from 4/7 
to 4/16 for Take Back the Night 
Applications are now available (or 
the positions of SGA 
Parliamentarian & Director of Class 
Government. Pick up applications 
in Taylor 234. Due Friday, April 4 . 
Applications for the Matthew Lee 
Montgomery, Danville, Memorial 
Scholarship are now available in 
the SGA Office, Taylor 234. 
Questions? Call x6376. 
******* ** ADOPTION* ******* 
-CHILDREN FRIENDLY" PARENT 
HOPEFULS: Married 10 years. 
Professional Educations. Mom Stays 
Home. Nurturing. Fun-Loving, Famlly-To 
Be. Sensitive To Your Needs. Please 
Can Doreen & Chuck. 
• •(0001484*482 coda 6396' • 
www.aceeaa.4gM.iMt/~spartaii/batoy 
.html 
Lake Area Bash — Saturday, April 
5, 3 p.m. to Midnight. Lake Area 
Commons. Free food, fun. prizes. 
CARE would like to thank the 
foMowkif ptfopw who HHaaM 
CARESTOCK possible: 
the Office, Boxturtle, Thermos, 
Yugo Dudat, Willy Wonka, Aaron 
Wellman and friends, Chris 
Swallow, Seda mentreous, Kung- 
Fu Chris and the Llama Rockers, 
the Blockheads, Stage Craft, 
Scott Flnney, Kevin Hogle, A 
Ryan Thompson. Thanks for af 
your time and help! 
To place a claeaMed ad In 
The Breeze, please come 
to The Breeze office in the 
basement of Antnan>6easjjer Ha*. 
weekday* Mare 8 a.m. 5 p.m. 
40  Thursday, April 3, 1997,  THE BREEZE | | 
CALL US! 
Port Rd/Park View 
22 Terri Drive 
433-3111 
JMU/ S. Main 
31 Miller Circle 
433-2300 
LARGE ONE TOPPING! 
Choose from Hand Tossed, Deep Dish, or Thin Crust! 
Not valid with any other offer- Nocoupon necessary. 
CHEEZZTICKS 
Order Your Favorite 12" 
Super Sub, Chips & a Coke 
! 
5 99 
Net vend wttft any other offer. No coupon necessary 
PIZZA PANIC 




Not vand wtrh any other offer. No coupon necessary 
4 
MEDIUM TWO TOPPING 
PIZZA & * EKS Cokes s*Breadst|cks 
6 99 
Not valid wtth any other offer.No coupon necessary. 
